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vAbstract
Motivated by the growing demand for analysis tools for diverse natural and engineered DNA and RNA sys-
tems, we develop a general theory and set of computational algorithms to perform thermodynamic analysis
of dilute reactive solutions and then apply these techniques to interacting nucleic acids. The theory correctly
accounts for the effects of indistinguishability in partition function calculations for complexes of interacting
strands. With partition functions in hand, the unique complex concentrations corresponding to thermody-
namic equilibrium are obtained by solving a convex programming problem. Partition function and con-
centration information can then be used to calculate equilibrium base-pairing observables corresponding to
experimentally measurable properties. The underlying physics and mathematical formulation of these prob-
lems lead to an interesting blend of approaches, including ideas from graph theory, group theory, dynamic
programming, combinatorics, convex optimization, and Lagrange duality.
To make these analysis tools available to researchers worldwide, we present NUPACK, a web-based soft-
ware suite for thermodynamic analysis of nucleic acids. Its efficacy is demonstrated in example calculations
and the results are shown to be in agreement with experiment.
Finally, the thermodynamic properties of a DNA-based triggered self-assembly device [1] are analyzed
using NUPACK and extensions of its tools. The computational results complement experimental studies,
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
DNA is the primary genetic storage medium for life. RNA plays a more varied role in biology, participating
in storage, regulation, catalysis and synthesis [2]. The capabilities of these versatile molecules rely on a
few fundamental features resulting from their composition. DNA and RNA are polynucleotides, where each
nucleotide consists of a negatively charged phosphate group, a sugar, and one of four types of base: A, C,
G, and T for DNA, with U replacing T for RNA. Sequences of these four bases are responsible for coding
the genetic information. Nucleic acid energetics are dominated by the formation of base pairs between com-
plementary bases (Watson-Crick pairs C-G and A-T (DNA) or A-U (RNA) and wobble pairs G-T (DNA) or
G-U (RNA)), each base participating in at most one base pair. Strands are directional (with the beginning
denoted 5′ and the end denoted 3′) and base pairing occurs in an anti-parallel fashion (e.g., 5′-GCTCA-3′
is the reverse-complement of 5′-TGAGC-3′, allowing complete base pairing to yield a familiar DNA double
helix). In the most general scenario, base pairing within a single DNA or RNA strand, or between multiple
strands that have arbitrary degrees of complementarity, is possible. These interstrand and intrastrand interac-
tions, being pairwise (as opposed to spread over multiple units on the polymer chains, as for proteins) allow
for the high fidelity and efficiency of DNA transcription and replication (and ultimately translation) and for
RNAs to fold into specific structures for their diverse tasks [3].
In addition to enabling their varied roles in biology, the unique structural properties of nucleic acids
make them attractive materials for engineering nanoscale structures and devices. The well-defined pairwise
nature of the dominant interactions allows coarsening of the state space describing the physics of the system
to include only base pairs. This enables in silico study of base pairing by fast algorithms, which in turn
makes nucleic acid strands a programmable material. By appropriately designing the sequence of bases in
each strand, synthetic nucleic acid systems can be programmed to self-assemble into complex structures and
to implement dynamic mechanical tasks. The field of nucleic acid nanotechnology is devoted to exploring
and developing these capabilities for applications in molecular robotics, fabrication, computation, biosensing,
electronics, and medicine. A myriad of novel systems have been designed and constructed including Holliday
junctions, cubes, lattices, octahedra, tic-tac-toe games, tweezers, walkers, nanotubes, triggered self-assembly
devices, programmable two-dimensional patterns, DNA logic circuits, and a host of other devices [4–7].
2As nucleic acids in biological processes continue to be studied, the diversity of their roles becomes more
and more apparent. Similarly, nucleic-acid based nanotechnology is a burgeoning field with new applications
continually emerging. To keep pace with progress in these areas of research, we have developed theoretical
and computational analysis tools to characterize base pairing in nucleic acid-based systems. To date, most
applications have dealt with the folding of single RNA or single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) strands [8–13]. Our
work extends these tools to enable study of multiple interacting strands, a hallmark of DNA nanotechnology
applications and also important in RNA regulatory processes in biology [14, 15]. Although biology typically
operates in the crowded environment of the cell, and nucleic acid-based nanotechnology will undoubtedly be
entering the cell in coming years, the new techniques we have developed are restricted to dilute solutions. The
tools are still useful, as many experiments of biological importance are done in vitro and technological devices
continue to be developed in buffer solutions. For technological applications, the analysis tools complement
sequence design [16] and are crucial for expanding capabilities for developing new, more complex devices.
This thesis describes theoretical and computational analysis tools to study interacting nucleic acid strands
and is best read sequentially, as every chapter uses results from chapters coming before it. Read this way it
tells a story, summarized as follows. A general theory describing the thermodynamics of interacting particles
is developed (Chapter 2) and applied to nucleic acid systems to enable extension of existing tools for studying
base pairing in single strands to multiple interacting strands (Chapter 3). These newly developed tools are
shared with researchers worldwide through NUPACK, a web-based tool for analysis of interacting nucleic
acids (Chapter 4). The tools are then used, in conjunction with experiments, to characterize the synthetic
nucleic acid-based system known as hybridization chain reaction [1] (Chapter 5).
3Chapter 2
Thermodynamics of dilute mixtures
The work presented in this chapter and in Chapter 3 is largely based on [17], R. M. Dirks, J. S. Bois, J. M.
Schaeffer, E. Winfree, N. A. Pierce, Thermodynamic analysis of interacting nucleic acid strands, SIAM Rev.,
49, 65–88 (2007). Reprinted with permission from the Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics.
2.1 Introduction
The characterization of equilibrium of dilute mixtures is one of the classic problems in statistical thermody-
namics, typically encountered in a student’s first course on the subject. The usual first example is a monatomic
ideal gas. The partition function forM atoms1 of a monatomic ideal gas in a fixed volume V is [18]




where z(T ) is the single-particle partition function at temperature T and the M ! accounts for the indistin-
guishability of particles. This expression is valid when the temperature is high enough such that there are
so many quantum states available that the chances that any two particles are in the same one is vanishingly
small. Alternatively stated, the prevailing energy model dictates that any given particle is indistinguishable
from any other and that the particles do not interact with each other.
A lecture or two after the monatomic ideal gas is introduced, the student computes a partition function for
a homonuclear diatomic ideal gas. When the temperature is high enough that nuclear spin states need not be
considered, the single-compound partition function z(T ) is computed as if the two nuclei were distinguishable
and then divided by a “symmetry factor” of two to account for the rotational symmetry of the molecule.
These corrections are typically described as “overcounting” corrections in the partition function [18–20].
When the like particles are considered distinguishable, the same physical state (in which like particles cannot
be distinguished) is counted too many times in the partition function. While this explanation is conceptually
pleasing and indeed very useful, it is still subject of study and debate [21–23]. A more rigorous framework
1We use the variableM to denote number of atoms as opposed to the traditionalN . This is to maintain consistency with notation in
other parts of this thesis and published work applying the present development to nucleic acid solutions.
4with precise language ensures correct application of distinguishability corrections to more complicated sys-
tems. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, such a framework is provided. While it may be unnecessarily complicated
for describing such simple systems as diatomic ideal gases, the application to nucleic acids in Chapter 3
demonstrates its utility.
For reactive systems, after partition functions are calculated (with distinguishability corrections in place)
for the species populating a dilute mixture, the problem of finding the chemical equilibrium—the population
of each type of species—remains. For each chemical reaction
∑
i νi i = 0 (where νi is the stoichiometric
coefficient of species i and the sum is over the species present in the mixture), the equilibrium condition is
∑
i
νi µi = 0, (2.1)






whereK(T ) is the equilibrium constant and xi is the mole fraction of species i at equilibrium.
When there are many reactions in the mixture, the resulting nonlinear system of algebraic equations is
very difficult to solve. To address this problem, the conditions for chemical equilibrium are developed from
an optimization theoretic perspective in Section 2.4. We then show that although not amenable to reacting
ideal gases at constant pressure, the chemical equilibrium of a dilute solution with reactive solute may be
determined very efficiently by solving a strictly convex optimization problem.
The work in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is a generalization of the Distinguishability Correction Theorem derived
by Robert Dirks and published in [17], which was applied to complexes of nucleic acid strands. The differ-
ences between the present development and that of Dirks are discussed in Section 3.4.2. The work in Section
2.4 was also published in [17].
2.2 Definitions
We begin the mathematical treatment of dilute mixtures by codifying the language used to describe their
components. The thermodynamic system consists of particles and compounds in a closed container (or
“box”) of finite volume V . Following are the formal definitions of a particle and a compound and associated
properties of each. The terms defined in this section are used in this and subsequent chapters.
Definition 2.1. A particle is an irreducible unit of a specified type. Two particles of different types are always
distinguishable from each other.
We define the set of all particle types in the system to be Ψ0. The number of particles in the system
5is given by m0 ∈ Z|Ψ0|≥0 , where m0i is the number of particles of type i, and the total number of particles
is M0 ≡ ∑i∈Ψ0 m0i . A particle may have a unique identifier (in {1, 2, . . . ,M0}) associated with it which
serves to distinguish it from other particles, including those of like type.
Definition 2.2. A given compound j consists of Lj ≥ 1 interacting particles and is defined by the energy
model describing the interactions among its constituent particles (self-interactions included). The energy
model dictates the number, positions, and types of its constituent particles and the state space they occupy and
the energetics with which they interact. A compound does not have any interactions with other compounds.
Of course the compounds cannot be strictly noninteracting, lest thermodynamic equilibrium never be
reached. By saying the compounds are noninteracting, we mean that they interact enough for energy and
particle exchange to establish equilibrium, but the interactions are weak enough such that intercompound
forces are negligible [18]. If the energetic interactions between particles are considered edges and the particles
vertices, a compound is defined to be connected in a graph theoretic sense and are not connected to any other
compound (they are independent).
In the case of distinguishable particles, we can assign a set of particle identifiers to compound j, with
each distinguishable particle getting a unique identifier. The set Yj is the set of all arrangements of particle
identifiers such that the appropriate identifiers correspond to the correct type of particle in the compound (i.e.,
a given identifier may only be matched with one type of particle).
The energy model defines an equivalence relation used to compare elements of Yj . Thus, compound j
has associated with it a permutation group Gj which acts on the set Yj by permuting the identifiers such
that the resulting re-labeled compounds belong to the same equivalence class as the identity element of Gj .
For a given y ∈ Yj , all permutations in this equivalence class (called an orbit of y under Gj acting on Yj ,
orbGj (y) = {g(y) ∈ Yj : g ∈ Gj}), are of course equivalent to y under the energy model.
It is important to note that the group Gj derives from symmetries in the energy model and not from,
for example, spatial orientations of the particles or the particular energetics of a given state (a state being a
particular point in the phase space associated with the energy model), though these may coincide with the
energy model symmetry. To clarify this point, consider a compound consisting of three particles, two of
type A and one of type B in which each A particle interacts with the B particle, as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Although the spatial arrangement of the particles may be symmetric, only symmetry in the energy model
affects the composition of the group Gj . In the example in Figure 2.1, we could have |Gj | = 2 for (a) and
|Gj | = 1 for (b) and (c). Note that for all three, |Yj | = 2.
The contents of the system are defined by Ψ, the set of compounds in a system composed from indistin-
guishable (unlabeled) particles in Ψ0, with Ψ0 ⊆ Ψ. The population of compounds in the system is given by





Figure 2.1: An example compound consisting of two A particles and a B particle. The interactions specified
by the energy model are depicted as thick lines connecting the particles. (a) The energy model is symmetric.
(b) Even though the spatial orientation is symmetric, the energy model is not. The energy model describing
the interaction of B with the left A (marked by a tick) is different from that with the right A. Note that the
tick identifies a different energy model, not different energetics in a particular state of the compound. (c)
Another example of an asymmetric energy model in which one of the A molecules has a self-interaction and
the other does not.
2.3 Effects of indistinguishable particles
In this section, we formally derive the effects of the indistinguishability of particles on the thermodynamics
of a system of independent compounds at equilibrium and on results from computer simulations.
2.3.1 Particle accounting and indistinguishability for a convenient case
It is often convenient to compute a single-compound partition function as if the particles in the compound
were distinguishable and then correct for the indistinguishability of particles of like types ex post facto [18].
The independence of compounds is then invoked to determine the partition function of the entire system.
Here, I codify this process, which is commonly done in the study of ideal gases and dilute solutions.
Consider two systems with varying forms of indistinguishability. “System 1” is the physical system in
which all particles of like type are indistinguishable. “System 2” is identical to system 1, except all particles
are distinguishable, and the specific (distinguishable) compound that a given particle belongs to is fixed, as
is its position in the compound (as “position” pertains to the energy model and not necessarily to position in
space). Thus, each compound in system 2 has a unique subset of particle identifiers associated with it.
For a given state of system 1, let the accounting factor n(m) be the number of equivalent states in system
2. In this context, equivalence means that particles of given types interact in system 2 exactly as they do in
system 1. The fact that n(m) can be greater than unity is a result of multiple possible arrangements of particle
identifiers. In what follows, variables marked with an over-line refer to system 2.
Theorem 2.1. n(m) =
∏
j∈Ψmj ! |Gj |mj .
Proof. Consider one of the n(m) states of system 2. We can attain another state equivalent to that in system
1 by exchanging the positions of two given compounds of like type in state space, which is equivalent to
7exchanging the subsets of particle identifiers of the two compounds. In fact, all possible permutations of the
particle identifier subsets among compounds of like type gives a state equivalent to that of system 1. Note
that a permutation of subsets is not a permutation of the elements in a subset, but a permutation of subsets
associated with given compounds. For a compound of type j, there aremj ! permutations of particle identifier
subsets. There are therefore
∏
j∈Ψmj ! total ways to arrange them.
Consider now an arbitrary compound k of type j in system 1. We wish to calculate nk, the number of
equivalent states of the corresponding compound in system 2. Recall that in system 2 compound k has a fixed
subset of identifiers and in evaluating nk, we consider all legal permutations of identifiers (those that preserve
the matching of an identifier with its specified particle type).
Because all particles are distinguishable, the stabilizer2 of any given y ∈ Yj in Gj is the identity element,
and thus |stabGj (y)| = 1 ∀ y ∈ Yj . By the orbit-stabilizer theorem [25], the number of elements in the
orbit of any given y ∈ Yj under Gj is |orbGj (y)| = |Gj |/|stabGj (y)| = |Gj |. Thus, each of the equivalence
classes into which Yj is divided by the equivalence relation induced by Gj is of the same size, |Gj |. Therefore,
for the specified permutation of particle identifiers in compound k in system 2 (or any other arbitrary legal
permutation), there are |Gj | permutations that are equivalent under the energy model, giving nk = |Gj |.
Since the compounds by definition do not interact, the multiplication principle of combinatorics [26]
gives that n(m) is the product of the number of ways to arrange the identifier subsets and the number of
ways to arrange the identifiers in each complex. Thus, there are n(m) =
∏
j∈Ψmj ! |Gj |mj states in system
2 corresponding to a given state in system 1.
As an example, consider a compound j consisting of four identical particles. Figure 2.2 shows the par-
tition of the set Yj into orbits under the action of various Gj . If the energy model considers all rotations
and reflections3 of a given state to be equivalent, then Gj is the dihedral group D4.4 Since in this case
|Gj | = |D4| = 8, each equivalence class has eight elements and therefore nj = 8. However, if only rotations
are considered equivalent, the group is the cyclic group C4, and nj = |Gj | = |C4| = 4.
2.3.2 Implications of indistinguishability on thermodynamic potentials
We now investigate the consequences of particle indistinguishability on the thermodynamic potentials. Let
Γ(m,V,E) be the number of states of system 1 with energy E and populationm. Since n(m) is independent
of energy,
Γ(m,V,E) = n(m) Γ(m,V,E).
2The stabilizer of a y ∈ Yj in Gj is the subset of Gj whose elements act on y to map it to itself, or stabGj (y) = {g ∈ Gj : g(y) =
y}.
3These need not necessarily be physical rotations and reflections, but may be, depending on the energy model.

















































Figure 2.2: A example compound where all particles are of like type. Numbers represent particle identifiers.
Each white box contains elements of Yj that are in the same equivalence class (orbit) under the cyclic group
C4. Each shaded box contains elements that are in the same equivalence class under the dihedral group D4.
The partition function is the Boltzmann-weighted sum over the energies available to the system.










mj ! |Gj |mj
Z(m,V, T ), (2.3)
where k is the Boltzmann constant.
If we consider the special case where the system is a single compound of type j, (2.3) gives
Z(V, T ) = Zj(V, T )/|Gj |. (2.4)
By virtue of the fact that compounds are by definition independent, the free energy of the system is additive
in the single-compound free energies and the partition function is multiplicative in the single-compound
partition functions Zj(V, T ).
Z(m,V, T ) =
∏
j∈Ψ
(Zj(V, T ))mj . (2.5)
9Combining (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5),










We can make inferences from this equation about the functional form of Zj(V, T ). According to (2.4)
and (2.6), the partition function of the system is






In the thermodynamic limit of a large system withmj  1 ∀ j ∈ Ψ, the free energy of the box is
F (m,V, T )
kT
= − logZ(m,V, T ) =
∑
j∈Ψ
[mj(logmj − logZj(V, T )− 1) +O(logmj)] ,
where Stirling’s approximation has been applied.5 The free energy must be a first-order homogeneous func-
tion6 of its extensive variables, V andm [24]. Therefore,
Zj(V, T ) = V Qj(T ),
whereQj(T ) is the volume-independent portion of the partition function for compound j (with dimension of




by (2.4). We thus have
















The resulting free energy (ignoring the O(logmj) terms) is7











− logQj(T )− 1
)
. (2.9)
5Stirling’s approximation is that for large n, logn! = n logn− n+O(logn).
6A function f is a first-order homogeneous function of its dependent variables x if f(a x) = a f(x) ∀ a ∈ R>0.
7It seems awkward to have two logarithms of quantities that are not nondimensional in (2.9). We choose to write it as shown to
illustrate the separation of volume and temperature dependence in the free energy.
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2.3.3 Particle accounting and indistinguishability in computer simulations
When performing computer simulations considering individual particles, all particles are necessarily distin-
guishable because the properties of each one occupy specific addresses in the computer’s memory. Correct
accounting of distinguishability is therefore required to connect the results of a computer simulation to a
physical system. In a similar treatment as Section 2.3.1, consider “system 3”, which is identical to system
1, except all particles are distinguishable and the subset of identifiers assigned to a given compound are
not fixed. Variables describing quantities in system 3 are marked with a prime, and its accounting factor is
n′(m0).





Proof. We construct a state of system 3 by placing the particles of appropriate types in the same arrangement
as in the state specified by system 1. We then count the number of ways to label the particles with unique
identifiers to give n′(m0), since all particles are distinguishable. The number of ways to assign the identifiers




i ! states in system 3 equivalent to a given state in system 1.
As a result of Lemma 2.1, when we are considering a given single compound in system 3, all elements in
Yj are in the same equivalence class. In the example in Figure 2.2, n′j(m) = |Yj | = 4! = 24.
Treating system 3 similarly as in Section 2.3.2, we get





Z(m,V, T ). (2.10)
An important consequence is that a computer simulation in which all particles are distinguishable produces
the same equilibrium behavior as the physical system. The overall free energy is shifted by a constant
−kT∑i∈Ψ0 logm0i !, which can be absorbed into the reference state of the free energy for the simulation.
2.4 Concentration determination in dilute solutions
Using the assumed ability to either compute, experimentally determine, or look up the partition function for
a single compound as a starting point, we now turn to the problem of analyzing the equilibrium composition
of a box of volume V containingm0i particles of type i ∀ i ∈ Ψ0 that form compounds in the finite set Ψ in a
dilute solution.
2.4.1 Partition function of the box
As we proceed to compute the partition function for the box, Qbox(m0, V, T ), we first investigate the con-
tributions of the solvent. A compound is defined to be a species that is independent of all others. Naturally,
11
a compound will interact with the solvent in a solution, as it is in direct contact with the solvent molecules.
Therefore, we assume the interactions of a compound with the surrounding solvent are included in the energy
model describing the compound and therefore in its partition function Qj(T ). Also implicit in this assump-
tion is that the solvent acts on the compound in a constant way, i.e., the compound-solvent interactions do not
depend on the position of the compound in the box and the solvent is at constant density. Finally, while not
necessarily implicit in our definition of a compound, we assume that the compounds contribute negligibly to
the volume of the box (the solution is dilute), and therefore the number of solvent molecules in the box,Ms,
is related to the volume byMs = ρsV , where ρs is the number density of the solvent. Given this proportion-
ality, we may rewrite the partition function as Z(m,Ms, T ) and redefine Qj(T ) to include ρs such that it is
now dimensionless, enabling us to rewrite (2.8) as







With this equation in hand, we can write the partition function for the box.
Qbox(m0,Ms, T ) = Qref
∑
m∈Λ









Here, Qref is chosen to set the reference state of the free energy and Λ is the set of population vectors m
satisfying the conservation of mass constraint Am = m0, where A ∈ Z|Ψ0|×|Ψ|≥0 has entries Aij denoting the
number of particles of species i in compound j. The free energy of the box is given by Fbox = −kT logQbox.
It is often convenient to define Fbox to be zero when all particles are contained in the box and are in a ground






The probability of population vectorm at equilibrium is
p(m,Ms, T ) = Q−1boxQref Z(m,Ms, T ) (2.13)




mj p(m,Ms, T ). (2.14)




s.t. mj = n
p(m,Ms, T ) (2.15)
8The convention that the particles in the box can form the set of compounds Ψ implies mj > 0 ∀ j ∈ Ψ for at least one m ∈ Λ.
Hence, 〈mj〉 > 0 ∀ j ∈ Ψ.
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for each value n taken by mj in the set Λ. For a box containing a small number of particles, Qbox and the
equilibrium population distributions can be evaluated explicitly. For a large box containing a large number of
particles, explicit enumeration of all population vectorsm in Λ is no longer feasible.
2.4.2 Concentration determination in the thermodynamic limit
For large systems, the distributions of extensive thermodynamic variables are Gaussian with variance scal-
ing as the mean [24]. Hence, for large numbers of interacting particles, the distribution of populations,
p(m,Ms, T ), is a |Ψ|-dimensional Gaussian with variance proportional to 〈mj〉 in coordinate j. By (2.13),
the distribution of Z(m,Ms, T ) is a rescaling of p(m,Ms, T ) and hence Gaussian, so the sum of (2.12) may
be approximated by a product of the height Qref Z(〈m〉 ,Ms, T ) and the width 〈mj〉1/2 in each coordinate
j ∈ Ψ:






Substituting for Z(〈m〉 ,Ms, T ) and applying Stirling’s approximation, we obtain the free energy9
Fbox(〈m〉 , V, T )
kT















analogously to (2.9). The contribution to Fbox by each compound j ∈ Ψ scales as 〈mj〉 log 〈mj〉, while
the error in this contribution resulting from neglecting the width of the distribution and from using Stirling’s
approximation is onlyO(log 〈mj〉). Hence, for large systems, Fbox can be accurately calculated by replacing
(2.12) with Qbox ≈ Qref Z(〈m〉 ,Ms, T ). On a per-solvent basis, the free energy is then





〈xj〉 (log 〈xj〉 − logQj(T )− 1) , (2.17)
where 〈xj〉 ≡ 〈mj〉 /(Ms +
∑
k∈Ψ 〈mk〉) ≈ 〈mj〉 /Ms is the equilibrium concentration10 of complex




i (1−log x0i ). The sharply peaked Gaussian population
distributions allow us to equate 〈m〉 with the population vector m that maximizes Z(m,Ms, T ) subject to
conservation of mass. Alternatively, we may equate 〈x〉 with the concentrations x ≈ m/Ms that minimize
f(x, T ) while conserving total particle concentrations x0 ≈ m0/Ms.




f(x, T ) (2.18a)
9In (2.16), we have written Fbox as a function of 〈m〉, though it appears as a function ofm0 since Qbox is a function only ofm0.
As we will later prove, 〈m〉 is uniquely determined fromm0, so we interchangem0 for 〈m〉 for clarity.
10This is a dimensionless concentration, equal to a mole fraction.
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subject to Ax = x0 (2.18b)
for f(x, T ) : R|Ψ|>0 →R, where the constraint enforces conservation of mass. Expressions (2.13) and (2.14)
indicate that the equilibrium concentrations are strictly positive.
2.4.3 Convexity and duality
We now seek an efficient, globally convergent algorithm for solving (2.18) to determine the equilibrium
concentration of each species of compound. The constraint is linear so the feasible set is convex and the free
energy is a strictly convex function of the concentrations [27], as can be observed by noting that the Hessian
of f(x, T ) is a diagonal positive definite matrix with entries [∇2xf(x, T )]jj = x−1j . Hence, (2.18) has at most
one solution x∗ [28].
Defining the Lagrange multipliers λ ∈ R|Ψ0| to enforce mass conservation, the Lagrangian is
L(x, λ) = fref + xT (log x− logQ− 1) + λT (x0 −Ax).
Here, and in subsequent expressions, we adopt the convention that log x and ex denote the termwise logarithm
and exponential of a vector x; 1 denotes a vector of ones of the appropriate length. The vector Q ∈ R|Ψ|>0
contains the partition functions Qj(T ) and we do not show the explicit temperature dependence to avoid
clutter. The corresponding dual function has the form
h(λ) = inf
x
L(x, λ) = fref + λTx0 −QT eATλ,




with h(λ) : R|Ψ0|→R.
Suppose the primal problem (2.18) has optimal value p∗ and the dual problem (2.19) has optimal value
d∗. For a convex primal problem, if the constraints satisfy the strong Slater conditions (full row rank for A
in addition to feasibility) then strong duality holds (p∗ = d∗) and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality
conditions
∇xL(x∗, λ∗) = log x∗ − logQ−ATλ∗ = 0 (2.20a)
Ax∗ = x0 (2.20b)
are necessary and sufficient for x∗ and λ∗ to be primal and dual optimal, respectively [28, 29]. The constraint
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matrix A has full row rank because Aij = δij for j ∈ Ψ0. Primal feasibility is verified by letting xj =  for
j ∈ Ψ\Ψ0 and xi = x0i − 
∑
j∈Ψ\Ψ0 Aij for i ∈ Ψ0 with  > 0 sufficiently small.
By the following lemma, the Hessian of h(λ) is negative definite, so the dual problem (2.19) is strictly
concave with at most one solution λ∗. The strong Slater conditions further ensure that d∗ is finite and that
there exists a corresponding finite λ∗ [28, 29].
Lemma 2.2. The Hessian ∇2h(λ) is real symmetric negative definite.









∀ k, l ∈ Ψ0, (2.21)
so the Hessian is real and symmetric by inspection. The Hessian is negative definite if yT∇2h y < 0 for
y 6= 0. We note that∇2h = −RTRwhereR ∈ R|Ψ|×|Ψ0|≥0 has entriesRji = Aij [Qj exp{
∑
i∈Ψ0 λiAij}]1/2.
Hence, yT∇2h y = −yTRTRy = −‖Ry‖2, which is negative providedR has linearly independent columns.
A has full row rank so R has full column rank and hence ∇2h(λ) is negative definite.
We now show that λ∗ fully determines x∗ so we are free to solve the dual problem (2.19) instead of the
primal one (2.18). This is advantageous because the number of compound species |Ψ| can be large even when
the number of particle types |Ψ0| is small. The dual solution λ∗ satisfies ∇h(λ∗) = 0 or
AeA
Tλ∗+logQ = x0. (2.22)
The first KKT condition (2.20a) gives an explicit representation for x∗ ∈ R|Ψ|>0 in terms of λ∗
x∗ = eA
Tλ∗+logQ, (2.23)
and referring to (2.22) we see that the second KKT condition (2.20b) is also satisfied. Equating 〈x〉 ≈ x∗,
the (positive) concentrations corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium represent the unique solution to
(2.18).
Any globally convergent unconstrained optimization algorithm applied to the dual problem (2.19) will
suffice to find λ∗. We consider the equivalent dual problem minλ(−h(λ)) and apply a trust-region method
with a Newton dog-leg step [30] that exploits the symmetric positive definiteness of ∇2(−h(λ)) by using
Cholesky decomposition for the Newton matrix inversions.11 For this problem, the trust-region method con-
verges globally (in arbitrary-precision arithmetic) with quadratic local convergence [30, 31].12
11Implementation details are provided as comments in the file concentrations.c and related files in the NUPACK 2.0 source
code distribution, which is freely available for research purposes at nupack.org.
12This result follows for a function f(λ) that is twice continuously differentiable and bounded below with∇2f(λ) Lipschitz continu-
ous and ‖∇2f(λ)‖ ≤ β on the level set S ≡ {λ | f(λ) ≤ f(λ0)}, where λ0 is the initial guess [30, 31]. In our case, f(λ) is infinitely
differentiable. The strong Slater conditions ensure that f(λ∗) is finite and furthermore that λ∗ is finite [28, 29]. By Lemma 2.2, the
Hessian ∇2f(λ) is positive definite so the outward normal derivative df/dn on the ball B(λ∗, ) = {λ∗ + u | ‖u‖ = 1} satisfies a
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2.4.4 Relation to standard equilibrium expressions
The equilibrium conditions derived in this section are equivalent to the standard expressions defining chemical
equilibrium, as given by (2.1) and (2.2). To see this, note that for j ∈ Ψ0, Aij = δij , so λ∗i = log(x∗i /Qi) =
µi/kT , which is the dimensionless chemical potential for particle j in solution. Substitution of these expres-
sions into the remaining |Ψ| − |Ψ0| equations for x∗j in (2.20a) and results in
log x∗j − logQj −
∑
i∈Ψ0
Aij µi/kT = µj/kT −
∑
i∈Ψ0
Aij µi/kT = 0 ∀ j ∈ Ψ\Ψ0,
which is equivalent to (2.1) for the chemical reaction j − ∑i∈Ψ0 Aij i = 0 describing the construction
of compound j from its constituent particles, where, Aij is a stoichiometric coefficient. Using (2.23), the












which is equivalent to (2.2).
2.4.5 Speed of the algorithm
The most expensive step of each iteration of the trust-region method is the calculation of the Hessian using
(2.21)13, the time complexity of which is O(|Ψ| |Ψ0|2).
The size of the optimization problem may be reduced by collapsing compounds with the same stoichiom-
etry into a single “supercompound.” In other words, each compound j has associated with it a column in the
matrix A, Aj ∈ Z|Ψ
0|
≥0 , and compounds j and k have the same stoichiometry if Aj = Ak. Let ΠAk by the
















We can thus define a supercompound for each subsetΠAk ⊆ Ψ with partition functionQΠAk =
∑
k∈ΠAk Qk
and recast the set Ψ in terms of these supercompounds. We call the resulting set Ψsuper. The concentra-
tions of the supercompounds, xΠ ∈ R|Ψ
super|
>0 are then computed using the same trust-region methods. The
bound df/dn ≥ δ(n) ≥ δ0 > 0, where the uniform bound follows from the continuity of f ′(λ) on the compact set B(λ∗, ). The
normal derivative continues to increase as we proceed outward from the ball along any normal n ∈ R|Ψ0|, so the distance s(n) from
λ∗ to the boundary of S satisfies s(n) ≤  + [f(λ0) − f(λ∗)]/δ0. Hence, the level set S is bounded. The continuity of the Hessian
entries [∇2f(λ)]ij ensures that they are bounded on the closure of the bounded set S (say, maxλ∈S [∇2f(λ)]ij ≤ α, ∀i, j ∈ Ψ0).
Hence, tr(∇2f(λ)) = σT 1 ≤ α|Ψ0| ≡ β, where σ(λ) : R|Ψ0| → R|Ψ0|>0 denotes the eigenvalues of ∇2f(λ). For a symmetric
positive definite Hessian we have ‖∇2f(λ)‖ = σmax and hence ‖∇2f(λ)‖ ≤ β on S.
13The second most expensive step is Cholesky decomposition, whose time complexity isO(|Ψ0|3) [32].
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In principle, a compound can contain arbitrarily many particles, so in practice we limit the size of Ψ.
This can be achieved, for example, by specifying Ψ to contain only those compounds that are expected
to be physically significant. For example, we could consider all possible compounds with L particles for





Hence, we typically have |Ψ0| |Ψsuper|, and thus the time complexity scales linearly with the size of the
problem (which is essentially the number of compounds).
2.5 Application to reacting ideal gas mixtures
The algorithm described in the previous section has great utility for dilute solutions at constant volume. In
this section, we investigate its applicability to a mixture of reacting ideal gases.
2.5.1 Reacting ideal gas mixture in a fixed volume
The treatment and algorithm described in the Section 2.4 is easily applied to a reacting ideal mixture in a
box with constant volume, provided an increase in pressure resulting from the reactions does not affect the
ideality of the gas mixture. In all equations, the volume of the box, V , is substituted for Ms. The resulting
optimization problem is completely analogous (cf. (2.9), (2.17), and (2.18)),
min
c
f(c) = fref +
∑
j∈Ψ
cj(log cj − logQj(T )− 1)
subject to Ac = c0,
with c ≡ 〈m〉 /V and c0 ≡ 〈m0〉 /V .
14For many physical systems, significant concentrations will be observed only for small compounds due to the entropic cost of parti-
cle association. For such systems, an effective strategy is to start with a small value of Lmax, calculate the equilibrium concentrations,
increment Lmax, and then recalculate the concentrations to check that there are no significant changes, repeating this process if neces-
sary. This strategy will not work for crystals and polymerization reactions for which there is a substantial nucleation barrier (requiring a
critical complex size to be achieved before further aggregation becomes energetically favorable).
15This is equivalent to the number of ways to distribute Lmax indistinguishable balls amongst |Ψ0|+ 1 distinct urns [33].
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2.5.2 Reacting ideal gas mixture at constant pressure
For reactions in a dilute incompressible solution, the changes in concentrations of compounds have negligible
effect on the pressure or volume of the system. Thus, the same equilibrium concentrations are achieved if the
system is held at constant pressure as when held at constant volume. This is not true in the case of an ideal
gas. When the pressure p is held constant, which is often the case for reacting gas mixtures of interest, the
thermodynamic potential to be minimized is
























where we have used the fact that pV/kT = M ≡ ∑j∈Ψ 〈mj〉. (Recall that for the ideal case, Qj(T ) has
dimension of inverse volume.) The corresponding optimization problem is
min
m
g(m) ≡ Gbox(m, p, T )/kT (2.27a)
subject to Am = m0, (2.27b)
where the explicit dependence of g on p and T (which are constant) is dropped for convenience. We note that
g(m) is a convex function, with proof given in Appendix A.
Analogously to the development in Section 2.4.3, we can define Lagrange multipliers λ ∈ R|Ψ0| to
enforce mass conservation and write the Lagrangian as












+ λT (m0 −Am).
Given that g(m) is convex and the set of constraints are linear in (2.27b), the primal problem is convex. The
strong Slater conditions are satisfied as in Section 2.4.3, so strong duality holds and the KKT conditions











−AT λ∗ = 0 (2.28)
Am∗ = m0
are again necessary and sufficient conditions form∗ and λ∗ to be primal and dual optimal, respectively.
We now compute the dual function, h(λ) = infm L(m,λ). Since L(m,λ) is the sum of convex and affine













1− kTp Qj eλ
TAj for i = j
−kTp Qj eλ
TAj for i 6= j
.
Equations analogous to (2.13) and (2.14) can be derived for this system, so m > 0. Therefore, (2.29) holds
when B is singular, or det(B) = 0. To compute the determinant, we perform operations to get B in upper
triangular form. Starting with row |Ψ| and working up to row 2, from each row i subtract row (i − 1). Row
1 remains unchanged and the entries for rows 2 through |Ψ| are given by
Bij ∼

1 for i = j
−1 for i = j + 1
0 otherwise
,
where ∼ denotes equivalence for matrices with equal determinants. Now, starting with column |Ψ| − 1 and
working left to column 1, to each column j add column j + 1. As a result, for i ≥ 2, Bij = δij , and the










λTAk for j > 1
.
Thus, the determinant of B is given by












λTAj = 0. (2.30)
Using this result and (2.29), the dual function is
h(λ) = λTm0 such that (2.30) holds.
Because the dual function is only defined for λ satisfying (2.30), we cannot apply the unconstrained
dual optimization to solve the primal problem, as we could with dilute solutions. However, because strong
duality holds, we can still solve the constrained dual problem, which is of lower dimension than the linearly-
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Nevertheless, this problem is much more difficult to solve than its dilute solution analog.
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Chapter 3
Thermodynamics of interacting nucleic
acids in dilute solutions
3.1 Introduction
Being ultimately motivated by the study of interacting nucleic acid strands, this chapter explores the applica-
tion of the theory and techniques of Chapter 2 to dilute solutions of nucleic acids. As mentioned in Section
2.3.1, it is convenient to compute the single-compound partition functions as if the particles in the compound
were distinguishable and then correct for indistinguishability using (2.7). The essential task to apply these
techniques is to use the prevailing energy model to identify what comprises a particle and what comprises a
compound, and what group Gj is associated with each compound. As we will see, the “particles” of Chapter
2 are strands, the “compounds” are ordered complexes (defined in Section 3.3), and the “supercompounds”
of Section 2.4.5 are complexes (defined in Section 3.4.4).
This chapter proceeds as follows. First, we give some background on the energy model describing single
strands. This model is then extended to ordered complexes of multiple strands. We then discuss how we
can deduce the appropriate group Gj for a given ordered complex j. Knowing Gj , we can use existing
algorithms to compute Qj(T ) and then use (2.7) to get the partition function of each ordered complex. With
the partition functions in hand, we can compute equilibrium concentrations. We then describe how the results
of these calculations can be used to compute base-pairing observables. Finally, the application of the results
of Section 2.3.3 to stochastic simulations of hybridization of interacting strands is discussed. We withhold
sample calculations until Chapter 4.
As was the case for Chapter 2, much of this work is published in [17].
3.2 Single-stranded secondary structure energymodels and algorithms
The secondary structure of a nucleic acid strand in a particular physical conformation is simply the set of











Figure 3.1: Secondary structure model for a single nucleic acid strand. (a) A sample secondary structure
with the backbone depicted as a directed thick line (an arrow marks the 3′ end), bases as dots, and base
pairs as thin lines joining complementary bases. This structure can be decomposed into canonical loop types
[34, 40]: hairpin loops (a stretch of unpaired bases closed by one base pair; yellow), stacked base pairs (two
consecutive base pairs with no unpaired bases between them; blue), an interior loop (two base pairs separated
by unpaired bases on both sides of the loop; purple), a bulge loop (two base pairs separated by unpaired
bases on only one side of the loop; orange), a multiloop (three or more base pairs; green), and an exterior
loop (the loop containing the two ends of the strand; gray). (b) An equivalent polymer graph representation,
with the strand depicted as a directed thick circular arc, bases as dots, base pairs as straight lines joining
complementary bases, and loops colored as in (a). (c) A sample pseudoknot with base pairs i·j and d·e (with
i < d) that fail to satisfy the nesting property i < d < e < j, yielding crossing lines in the corresponding
polymer graph (d).
general, each sequence is compatible with multiple secondary structures. Figure 3.1a depicts a secondary
structure in which some bases are paired and others are unpaired, and illustrates the decomposition of this
secondary structure into different loop types. Each secondary structure is compatible with an ensemble of
tertiary structures corresponding to the three-dimensional atomic coordinates of the strand. Remarkably,
empirical potential functions based on secondary structure alone [34–36] have great utility for studying the
properties of natural and engineered RNA and DNA structures [1, 36–39]. For a given sequence, the free






each defined with respect to the free energy of the unpaired reference state.
The loop-based secondary structure models have enabled the development of efficient dynamic program-
ming algorithms for characterizing the equilibrium properties of a DNA or RNA molecule. For algorithmic
purposes, it is convenient to represent a secondary structure as a polymer graph, with the strand drawn along
the circumference of a circle and base pairs depicted as a straight lines joining complementary bases (Fig-
ure 3.1b). The class of secondary structures that are considered in dynamic programs is usually defined to
1These energies are reported as standard state free energies G◦ corresponding to 1 mol/liter NaCl and 37◦C.
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exclude pseudoknots (Figure 3.1c), which correspond to polymer graphs with crossing lines (Figure 3.1d).
The exclusion of pseudoknots is founded on both modeling and algorithmic considerations. Energy mod-
els for pseudoknots are difficult to formulate due to the increased significance of geometric issues and tertiary
interactions. Furthermore, if the ensemble of allowed secondary structures is augmented to include all pos-
sible pseudoknots, determination of the minimum free energy (MFE) structure can be NP -hard [41, 42].
Consideration of restricted classes of pseudoknots enables the specification of polynomial-time MFE deter-
mination [42, 43] and partition function [12, 38] algorithms. Although pseudoknots exist in nature [44] and
have been incorporated in synthetic DNA systems [45, 46], many natural and synthetic structures of interest
do not include pseudoknots [5, 6, 36], and we will not consider them here.
The dynamic programs enable calculation of the minimum free energy secondary structure [40, 47, 48]
and the partition function [8] over the ensemble of unpseudoknotted secondary structuresΩ, the size of which
grows exponentially with strand lengthN . They requireO(N4) time andO(N2) storage to do so, though the
time complexity may be improved to O(N3) [12, 49]. For a description of the algorithms, see the references
in this paragraph.










and therefore has profound implications for the development of rigorous sequence design methods [16].
Adaptations of the partition function algorithm allow the calculation of other important equilibrium proper-
ties, including the probability of any base pair [8], thermodynamically representative samplings of secondary
structures in the ensemble Ω [50], and the average number of incorrectly paired bases relative to a design
target [16]. These tools are useful in practice for the analysis and design of functional nucleic acid systems
[1, 50–53].
3.3 Multistranded secondary structure energy models and algorithms
Our goal is to simply extend the single-stranded algorithms to collections of multiple strands. We first need
to identify what constitutes a particle and a compound for nucleic acid systems. Since a strand is the largest
irreducible unit in a system of interacting strands, it obviously fits the definition of a “particle” as defined in
Chapter 2. As before, strands of different types are distinguishable from each other. Two strands of differing






Figure 3.2: Multistranded secondary structure model. (a) A connected unpseudoknotted secondary structure
for a complex of three distinct strands with sequences A, B, and C. The set of distinct circular permutations
is Π = {ABC,ACB}. (b) Polymer graph representation of the secondary structure with no crossing lines
corresponding to pi = ABC. Loop classifications are the same as for the single-stranded case (Figure 3.1a
and b). (c) Alternative polymer graph with crossing lines corresponding to pi = ACB.
fluorescent label, for example, or other distinguishing feature. With this definition of a particle in mind, we
proceed to define the multistranded energy model and use it to define a “compound.”
To each of L interacting strands, which may be of different types, we assign each a unique identifier in
{1, . . . , L}. As for the single-stranded case, the secondary structure of multiple interacting strands is defined
by a list of base pairs, where here each base is specified by a strand identifier and a position on that strand.
For example, in · jm denotes base i of strand n pairing with base j of strandm.2
A polymer graph for a secondary structure can be constructed by ordering the strands and drawing them in
succession from 5′ to 3′ around the circumference of a circle with a nick between each strand and straight lines
connecting paired bases (Figure 3.2). The distinct ways to order the L labeled strands on a circle correspond
to the setΠ of circular permutations containing (L−1)! orderings or strand identifiers (e.g.,Π = {123, 132}
for a complex of three strands). The set Π ⊆ Π is a maximal subset of distinct circular permutations with
respect to strand type. Consequently, Π may contain fewer than (L − 1)! members (e.g., Π = {AAB} for
a complex of three strands, two of type A and one of type B). Cyclic permutations of strand identifiers for
a particular ordering pi ∈ Π change the strand identifiers such that their relative ordering on the circle is
preserved. For example, for pi = AAA, the orderings of strand identifiers 123, 231, and 312 correspond to
the same circular permutation, as do 132, 321, and 213.
For a given secondary structure, if every circular permutation pi ∈ Π corresponds to a polymer graph with
crossing lines, then the secondary structure is pseudoknotted. A polymer graph with no crossing lines can be
decomposed into loops as for the single-stranded case, and all loops containing one nick are exterior loops.
A secondary structure is connected if no loop contains more than one nick (i.e., no subset of the strands is
free of the others), in which case the L strands constitute an ordered complex. The Representation Theorem
(the proof is shown in Appendix B) states that for every unpseudoknotted connected secondary structure s,
there is exactly one circular permutation pi ∈ Π that yields a polymer graph with no crossing lines. It follows
2The expressions in · jm and jm · in denote the same base pair. For convenience, we adopt the convention that the bases in a pair
are ordered first by strand identifier and then by position on the strand.
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that since Π ⊆ Π, there is exactly one pi ∈ Π for which a secondary structure s has no crossing lines. The
result of this theorem is that each ordered complex is independent from all others and therefore constitutes a
compound, as defined in Chapter 2.
For a secondary structure s for which the strands in the polymer graph are labeled with identifiers, the
free energy G(s), is the sum of the free energies of the constituent loops plus a strand association penalty
Gassoc [54] applied L− 1 times for a complex of L strands:




As evident by this equation, all cyclic permutations of strand identifiers on a polymer graph with no crossing
lines are equivalent, having identical loop decompositions and identical free energies. This fact defines the
relevant permutation group Gj of ordered complex j as the cyclic group of maximal size, Cv(pi). For example,
if pi = AAAA, the possible cyclic groups are of size 1, 2, and 4 (with the former two being subgroups of the
latter), so v(pi) = 4. In this case, the partition of the set of strand identifier arrangements under the action of
the cyclic group C4 is described by the white boxes of Figure 2.2. As another example, consider the circular
permutation pi = ABAB, where identifiers 1 and 2 label A strands and 3 and 4 label B strands, the cyclic
groups are of size 1 and 2, and the partition of the set of identifier arrangements under C2 is {1324, 2413}
and {1423, 2314}.
3.4 Application of the methods of Chapter 2 to nucleic acid systems
We now have everything in place to apply the methods of Chapter 2 to systems of interacting nucleic acids.
The problem is as follows: given total concentrations x0 ∈ R|Ψ0|>0 of the strand types in the set Ψ0, what are
the equilibrium concentrations x ∈ R|Ψ|>0 of the resulting ordered complexes?
3.4.1 Definition of the set Ψ
The first step is to identify the ordered complexes to consider in the calculation, i.e., to determine the members
of the setΨ.3 Wemay choose to include only ordered complexes that are expected to be physically significant,
e.g., choose a maximum cutoff size Lmax, as described in Section 2.4.5. In this case, the set ΠAk must be
specified by finding all circular permutations for stoichiometry Ak for all allowed stoichiometries, which is
generally difficult for large complexes with differing strand types. The size of ΠAk is equal to the number
of distinct fixed necklaces4 containing Aik beads of the i-th type for a total of Lk =
∑
i∈Ψ0 Aik beads.
3Note that this definition of Ψ is consistent with that of Chapter 2 in that it is the set of all compounds, which for the system of
interacting nucleic acid strands is the set of all ordered complexes. When we collapse the problem of concentration determination to
include only supercompounds, we get a set Ψsuper that is equal to the set Ψ in [17].
4Two fixed necklaces are indistinguishable if they can be transformed to each other by rotation (cyclic permutation), as opposed to
free necklaces, which are indistinguishable from each other if they can by transformed by rotation or flipping (dihedral permutation).
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where ∆ is the greatest common divisor of the nonzero entries in Ak, φ(d) is Euler’s totient function, and∑
d|∆ denotes the sum over all the positive divisors of∆. While |ΠAk | is known, listing the elements of ΠAk
is nontrivial, and we have yet to develop an efficient algorithm for doing so.
Using a brute-force algorithm, we can list the contents of the sets ΠAk , from which the set Ψ is deter-
mined, as the sets ΠAk constitute a partition of Ψ.
3.4.2 Ordered complex partition functions
The partition function of a particular cyclic permutation of an ordered complex in which all strands are labeled





where Ω is the set of all connected unpseudoknotted secondary structures and G(s) is given by (3.3). We
can compute it by extending the single-stranded dynamic programming technique to multiple strands. If
strand l has length Nl, then the algorithm operates on a single concatenated strand of length N ≡
∑L
l=1Nl.
The details of this procedure are outlined in [17]. Like the single-stranded algorithm, the recursions require
O(N4) time and O(N2) space in their most transparent form, but the time complexity can be reduced to
O(N3) using standard methods [12, 49]. By (2.7), Qj(s) = Qj(s)/|Gj |, where Gj = Cv(pi). Thus, Qj =
Qj/v(pi).
This is the same result derived by Dirks in [17]. Indeed, the development in Section 2.3.1 is a more
general statement of that result. The fundamental difference is that we take the group Gj acting on the set
Yj , whereas Dirks takes it to act on a secondary structure s. In Dirks’s treatment, corrections to the free
energy of a secondary structure due to symmetry and those due to algorithmic overcounting are separated in
this specific example. This is conceptually pleasing in the context of algorithm development and evaluation
of base pair probabilities (see Section 3.5 and comments in [17]), but does not expose the essential feature
that gives rise to (2.3) and (2.10)—that there is a fixed number of states in a system with all particles being
distinguishable corresponding to a given state where particles of like type are indistinguishable—though it is
a consequence.


















which is the number of distinct fixed necklaces with size 1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax that can be made from |Ψ0| types
of beads. Thus, the time complexity for calculating the partition functions for all ordered complexes in Ψ is
O(|Ψ0|LmaxN3max/Lmax), where Nmax is the largest number of bases in an ordered complex.
3.4.3 Diluteness of nucleic acid solutions
The techniques we have developed are only valid for dilute solutions, so we need to find the concentration
regime for which a nucleic acid solution is dilute. Polymer solutions are dilute at concentrations below the
overlap concentration ρ∗, which corresponds to the concentration at which the polymers in solution start to





where ρ∗ is a per-volume number density and Rg is the radius of gyration of the polymer chains.
In general, the radius of gyration for an ordered complex is very sequence dependent. De Gennes [56]
estimated Rg for a poly-(AT) ssDNA strand neglecting excluded volume interactions, and Mu¨ller [57] esti-
mated it for a random sequence with excluded volume interactions. In both cases, the estimated Rg is similar
to those of typical branched polymers, which are slightly smaller than those for unbranched polymers [58].
Thus, in order to underestimate ρ∗, we consider only linear polymers of length N , where N = N/2 for a
purely double-stranded ordered complex and N = N for a purely single-stranded ordered complex.
We choose two different models to estimate Rg , one which explicitly takes into account rigidity and one
that considers excluded volume. First, we take the polymers to be phantom wormlike chains (WLC). In this
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where b0 is the stack height and ξp is the persistence length. For the second model, we consider a complex
to be a self-avoiding random walk (SAW) with step length equal to the Kuhn statistical length, equal to twice






where the prefactor and exponent come from renormalization group calculations of SAWs in 3D [55].
Using DNA as an example, the stack height and persistence length for ssDNA are 0.63 nm and 1.5 nm,
respectively [60], and those for dsDNA are 0.34 nm and 150 nm [61]. Figure 3.3 shows the overlap con-
centration for solutions of single-stranded and double-stranded DNA for each of the two models containing
only ordered complexes with N bases. We see that solutions with micromolar concentrations of ordered
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Figure 3.3: The overlap concentration ρ∗ for DNA solutions versus the number of bases in the strands. The
blue curves are for purely unpaired strands and the red for purely double-stranded ordered complexes. The
broken curves are for the SAW model and the solid curves are for the WLC model.
complexes with N . 1000 can safely considered to be dilute. These are typical experimental conditions for
oligonucleotides in solution.
3.4.4 Concentration and distribution determination
With partition functions in hand, we have only to apply the techniques of Section 2.4.2 to get the equilibrium
concentrations of all the complexes in Ψ for a dilute solution. We first construct the set Ψsuper, and we
call each member a complex. Complex k consists of all ordered complexes with stoichiometry Ak, i.e, the
members of the set ΠAk . For the case where the set Ψ contains all ordered complexes up to size Lmax,
the total number of complexes is given by (2.25). We then apply the techniques of Section 2.4.3 to get
the equilibrium concentrations of the complexes, xΠ. Application of (2.24) recovers the concentrations of
ordered complexes x from xΠ.
Recall that the time complexity of the concentration determination isO(|Ψsuper| |Ψ0|2). Considering that
we typically have Nmax  |Ψ| ≥ |Ψsuper| ≥ |Ψ0|), we see that concentration determination is much, much
faster than computing the partition functions.
As a final note, the equilibrium distributions of populations of ordered complexes in a small box withMs
solvent molecules and m0i strands of type i ∀ i ∈ Ψ0 may be calculated using (2.11) through (2.15). The
difficult step in this calculation is constructing the set Λ. Pseudocode for an efficient method for doing so is
in Appendix C.
3.4.5 Free energy landscapes of interacting nucleic acid strands
While we have chiefly exploited the mathematical properties of convexity, it is also interesting to consider
its physical significance. The equilibrium and kinetic properties of a nucleic acid system are determined by
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the features of the underlying free energy landscape [62, 63]. A free energy landscape based on nucleic acid
secondary structure may be represented as a graph with each vertex corresponding to a different state of the
system (i.e, the pairing status of every base in the system) and each edge corresponding to an elementary
step between states (e.g., formation, breakage, or shifting of a single base pair [10]). States that are likely at
equilibrium are represented by deep basins in the landscape, and the rate of conversion between two different
states is dependent on the nature of the basins and passes that separate them. No underlying convexity is
evident in this discrete free energy landscape. Now suppose we coarse-grain the state space so that each state
corresponds to a different set of complexes (with the fine-grained base-pairing information captured by the
ensemble and partition function of each complex). In the thermodynamic limit of large species populations,
the free energy landscape may be treated as continuous in the complex concentrations, in which case it
becomes strictly convex.
3.5 Base-pairing observables
We have already shown how to calculate important experimental observables in the form of equilibrium pop-
ulation distributions for small systems and equilibrium concentrations for large systems. Here, we describe
the calculation of more detailed base-pairing information about the ensemble of states in a given system.
For an ordered complex of L strands labeled with unique identifiers, the equilibrium probability of each
intrastrand and interstrand base pair can be calculated by backtracking through the partition function algo-
rithm, applying a particular algorithmic transformation at each step (see [8, 17, 38] for details). We denote
the equilibrium probability of base pair in · jm in ordered complex k (where the strands are distinguishable)
as pk(in · jm), which is the output of the backtracking recursions.
If an ordered complex contains some indistinguishable strands, when we examine the probabilities of
individual base pairs, new distinguishability issues arise. For example, consider an ordered complex involving
two indistinguishable copies of strand A (with identifiers 1 and 2) and one copy of strand B (with identifier
3). Base pairs i1 · j3 and i2 · j3 are indistinguishable since strands 1 and 2 are both of type A. Likewise,
without the global structural context, we cannot distinguish between the inter- and intrastrand base pairs i1 ·j2
and i1 · j1.
We now develop a quantity analogous to base pair probabilities that appropriately treats the indistin-
guishability of strands in a complex. Let Θ be the set of strand types in the ordered complex and {θ} be the
set of all strand identifiers corresponding to strands of type θ ∈ Θ (hence L =∑θ∈Θ |{θ}|).
We define the expected number of base pairs between base i on strands of type A ∈ Θ and base j on
strands of type B ∈ Θ in ordered complex k to be Ek(i{A} · j{B}) ∈ [0,min(|{A}|, |{B}|)]. Then,





pk(ilA · jlB )
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represents a sum over the contributions of each type of distinct base pair, where each term pk(ilA · jlB ) is an
output of a backtracking recursion. This result can be used to calculate experimental observables for a dilute
solution of complexes at equilibrium. For a mixture of strands at equilibrium, the expected concentration of
base pairs between base i of strands of type A and base j of strands of type B is
〈x(iA · jB)〉 =
∑
k∈Ψ
Ek(i{A} · j{B}) 〈xk〉 .
For experimental studies, it is usually more convenient to measure the expected fraction of A strands or B
strands that form this base pair: fA(iA · jB) = 〈x(iA · jB)〉 /x0A and fB(iA · jB) = 〈x(iA · jB)〉 /x0B ,
respectively. Similarly, the expected concentration 〈x(iA)〉 of strand species A ∈ Ψ0 with base i paired to






〈x(iA · jB)〉 ,
and the expected fraction of A strands that have base i paired is fA(iA) = 〈x(iA)〉 /x0A.
3.6 Stochastic simulation of nucleic acid hybridization kinetics
Stochastic simulation of nucleic acid hybridization kinetics [10] employ Gillespie-type algorithms [64, 65].
In these simulations, the free energy landscape is typically coarsened such that each point on the landscape
corresponds to a given secondary structure, with each structure having a set of neighbors differing by the
breakage or formation of a single base pair. A trajectory in the simulation is generated by choosing a starting
secondary structure (often a completely unpaired state, as would be seen, e.g., in T -jump experiments) and
successively moving to a neighboring structure. The probability of moving from structure i to a structure j in
the set of neighbors is proportional to kji. The choice of kji should be as close to the physical conditions as
possible, but in practice is somewhat arbitrary [10, 66]. Regardless of how they are chosen, the rate constants









where G(i) and G(j) are the free energy of structures i and j, respectively, given by (3.1) for the single-
stranded case. Satisfaction of detailed balance ensures that long-time averages of a trajectory (or long-time
averages of many trajectories) give the equilibrium distribution of secondary structures, as given by (3.2).
To date, these simulations have been limited to single-stranded folding. Joseph Schaeffer and Erik Win-
free are developing algorithms for stochastic simulation of multiple interacting strands in a small box [67].
Unlike the single-stranded simulation, where the entire system contains only one strand and therefore a state
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is defined by the single secondary structure, a state in the multistranded system is defined by all secondary
structures present in the box. Furthermore, the free energy of the system requires corrections for the indis-
tinguishability of like strands. This system corresponds to “system 3” of Section 2.3.3 since every strand
in the simulation is distinguishable from any other because they occupy unique addresses in the computer’s
memory. The distinguishability correction in this case is given by (2.10). Because n′(m) is independent
of which secondary structures are present, the same distinguishability correction is applied to each ordered
complex in the simulation.




Z ′(m,Ms, T ) = Qbox, (3.5)









For convenience, we can adjust the energy model to include Q′ref . If G(s) is the free energy associated with
secondary structure s for ordered complex j, we define an adjusted free energy
G†(s) = G′(s) + (Lj − 1)kT logMs,
where G′(s) is the free energy of secondary structure s if all strands are distinguishable. With this newly
defined energy, the alternative partition function for populationm is then










































Because we only adjusted the reference state, use of (3.6) for the free energy of a state in the multistranded
stochastic simulations gives the correct equilibrium distribution corresponding to the physical case where
strands of like sequence are indistinguishable. Thus, the analogue of (3.4) for the multistranded case where















NUPACK: a web-based tool for
automated analysis of nucleic acids
The algorithms described in Chapter 3 provide powerful new tools for analysis of interacting nucleic acids for
a wide range of applications in biology and biotechnology. To date, web-based packages such as mfold [68]
and ViennaRNA [69] have seen wide use worldwide for folding single nucleic acid strands. Taking this as
evidence that the scientific community working with nucleic acids has a high demand for web-based analysis
applications, we developed NUPACK (Nucleic Acid Package), a web-based software package for thermo-
dynamic analysis at the level of nucleic acid secondary structure for multiple interacting strands (without
pseudoknots) [17] or a single strand (with or without a class of pseudoknots) [12, 13]. The structure of NU-
PACK is such that additional modules, such as sequence design and kinetics, may be conveniently added, both
to the compute engine and to the web application. NUPACK’s URL is http://www.nupack.org/.
4.1 NUPACK compute engine code base
The NUPACK compute engine is written entirely in the C programming language and consists of various
utilities for calculation of partition functions, pair probabilities, minimum free energy structures, and equi-
librium concentration determination. The current compute engine is version 2.0, which is almost entirely
different from earlier versions. Existing code for partition function, pair probability, and MFE structure cal-
culations for single strands, including a subset of physically relevant pseudoknots was edited, reorganized,
and integrated with new code for calculations involving multiple interacting strands.
These utilities are bundled into convenient executables which are run through the command line. The
source code can be downloaded from nupack.org and easily compiled. The NUPACK User Guide, also
available from nupack.org gives complete descriptions of the capabilities of the NUPACK compute en-
gine. A portion of its contents appears in Appendix D, and gives an indication of the capabilities of the
compute engine.
The code base is organized such that shared files, such as energy parameters, and utility code (such as
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loop energy calculations) can be easily incorporated into new entries in the code base. This allows facile
incorporation of new modules into NUPACK by present and future developers, with design and kinetics
modules already in development.
4.2 NUPACK web application
The NUPACK web application launched on January 30, 2007, coinciding with online publication of [17].
The purpose of the web application is to enable rapid analysis of interacting strands without the need for
scripting or direct interaction with the compute engine executables. Such a tool is essential for enabling a
diverse group of biologists and biotechnologists easy access to the computational tools developed in Chapter
3 and elsewhere in the Pierce Lab (and in the Winfree Lab for future releases). In this chapter, I present the
essential features of the web application, found at nupack.org, and comment on the reasoning behind its
structure.
4.2.1 General navigational objectives
The central objective in designing the structure of the web application is to ask the user only for the most
relevant information about the nucleic acid sequences of interest and present the results in a clean, concise,
and unambiguous way. The input of sequences and concentrations is facile and not cluttered by computational
details of less interest to most users, such as particulars of energy parameters. After a calculation is completed,
the more essential information (such a base pair probabilities) is presented before less informative information
(such as MFE structures and free energies of ordered complexes). By carefully constructing the interface, the
user is naturally directed through the website to the features he or she desires without having to read excess
text or other instructions. Nevertheless, help pages are available for every page, again providing exactly the
necessary level of detail. These basic design objectives are pervasive throughout the website and are the
motivation for all of the workings of the NUPACK web application described in this chapter.
At present, NUPACK allows for thermodynamic analysis of interacting strands. As with the code base,
the web application is structured to optimize integration of new modules. A design module (built by Joseph
Zadeh), for example, will launch in Spring 2007. The user can easily navigate from module to module as
they are added.
4.2.2 Presentation of calculated results
Before proceeding to a demonstration of NUPACK’s capabilities through a sample calculation (promised
in Section 3.1), we describe the way in which data from the calculations are packaged and presented. All
graphics are of publication quality and are downloadable from the website in scalable vector graphics (SVG)
format matching theW3C standards. This enables editing with any of several available vector graphics editing
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software packages.
First, if the user wishes to compute a melt curve, we plot the fraction of unpaired bases in solution versus
temperature. The fraction of unpaired bases is given by
funpaired = 1− 1
x0A + x
0








fB(iB) + · · ·
)
,
where the ellipses indicate summing over the elements of Ψ0. We plot the fraction of bases that are unpaired
because this is proportional to absorbance at 260 nm, since ssDNA has greater absorbance than does dsDNA
at that wavelength [70]. An example melt curve is shown in Figure 4.7 in Section 4.2.3.
The user often wishes to view MFE secondary structure of a given ordered complex. Naturally, we wish
to represent the structure in an intuitive way in two dimensions. The primary difficulty arises in automatically
rendering the structure such that no lines in the drawing overlap. The problem of automatically generating
non-overlapping secondary structure drawings has long been studied [71–73]. While we are currently de-
veloping sophisticated drawing algorithms, at present, we do not address this problem and apply a simple
algorithm that produces aesthetically pleasing structures, but may have overlap. In the cases that do overlap
and for pseudoknots, the secondary structure is represented as a polymer graph.
The secondary structure drawing algorithm produces output similar to Figures 3.1a and 3.2a, with dots
representing bases, thick lines representing the backbone with arrowheads at the 3′ end, and thin lines con-
necting paired bases. It creates “ladders” to represent helices and circles to represent the loops of types
described in Figure 3.1 (except for stacked-base loops, which are included in the helical ladders). The circles
and ladders are then pieced together. The sequence is represented using the coloring scheme commonly used
in sequencing gels (A = green, T/U = red, G = black, and C = blue), with each dot representing a base being
of a given color. Using this technique avoids the clutter of using Roman letters, minimally expressing the
sequence and structure information. Figure 4.1 shows some sample drawings of MFE structures generated
by the NUPACK web application.
In addition to MFE depiction, the more physically relevant base pair probabilities for a given ordered
complex k are presented in a matrix of probabilities, where entry in, jm has a square whose area and color
scale with pk(in · jm). The matrix is augmented by a column at right where the ith entry is the probability
that base i is unpaired at equilibrium. Note that these are pair probabilities for a given connected ordered
complex, meaning that they represent the probability that base i of strand n and base j of strand m are
paired at equilibrium given that they are in connected ordered complex k. Therefore, there will be substantial
pk(in · jm) even for high temperatures, since the ordered complex is defined to be connected. Figure 4.2
shows a sample probability matrix output by NUPACK for the synthetic walker in [38], the MFE of which is
shown in Figure 4.1a.
A comprehensive picture of the base pairing throughout the entire solution is given by an ensemble pair
fraction plot, where entry iA, jB has a square whose area and color scales with fA(iA · jB). Note that
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: Secondary structure drawings generated by the NUPACK web application. All temperatures are
37◦C. (a) MFE secondary structure drawing of the walker, comprised of two strands (W1 and W2), from
[38]. (b) MFE secondary structure of one of the large RNA multiloop designs of [16]. (c) Pseudoknotted




























Figure 4.2: Pair probability plot for the walker from [38] at 37◦C. The MFE structure is shown in Figure










































Figure 4.3: (a) Ensemble pair fraction plot of a solution containing the sequences for the immobile cruciform
junction of [74] at 20◦C. The concentrations of strand 1 and strand 2 are both 6.25 µM. The concentration
of strand 3 is 7.25 µM and that of strand 4 is 5.25 µM. There is no diagonal line in the matrix because it is
asymmetric. (b) The MFE structure of the dominant ordered complex for reference.
because x0A need not equal x
0
B , the pair fraction matrix can be asymmetric. Figure 4.3 shows an ensemble
pair fraction plot for a solution containing unequal concentrations of strands that tend to form a four-armed
cruciform junction [74].
4.2.3 An example calculation using the NUPACK web application
To illustrate the capabilities of NUPACK and to demonstrate the utility of the techniques developed in Chapter
3, we present an example calculation. In the course of the calculation, we show screen shots directly from the
NUPACK web application as rendered with Firefox 2.0, accessed March 23, 2007. The content of each page
is self explanatory, but the content of the associated help pages are given in Appendix E for reference. These
help pages also serve to give a detailed description of the contents of the web application.
For the sample calculation, we consider three strands, A, B, and C, in a dilute solution. The sequences
and initial concentrations of the strands are shown in the screen shot of the input page (Figure 4.5). The
sequences are designed such that they tend to form the ordered complex depicted in Figure 4.4a. In the
absence of strand B, the ordered complex in Figure 4.4b readily forms at low enough temperatures. Thus, for
[A]0 = [C]0 = 250 nm > [B]0 = 50 nM, we expect both ordered complexes A-B-C and A-C to be present
at low temperatures.
The calculations were completed on the NUPACK webserver in approximately 14 minutes with an addi-
tional 3 minutes for graphics rendering. Figure 4.6 shows a screen shot of the main results page, which gives






Figure 4.4: (a) Low-temperature MFE secondary structure for ordered complex A-B-C. (b) MFE secondary
structure for ordered complex A-C. Strand IDs are labeled with the appropriate letters.
4.6) is shown in Figure 4.7, demonstrating two dominant melting transitions. The screen shot in Figure 4.6
is at T = 39◦C, indicative of the state of the system before the first melt transition. The histogram of equi-
librium concentrations indicates that roughly stoichiometric quantities of ordered complexes A-C and A-B-C
are present at low temperatures.
Use of the temperature slide bar allows the user to investigate which ordered complexes melt at which
temperatures. The histogram of concentrations on the results page for T = 64◦C (Figure 4.9), indicative
of the state of the system in the plateau between the two dominant melt transitions, shows that the A-B-C
ordered complex is still intact while the A-C ordered complex is largely melted. The ensemble pair fraction
plots (Figure 4.8) indicate that the B strands remain tightly bound to the A and C strands at this temperature.
It is more difficult to discern whether all helices are intact in the A-B-C ordered complex at T = 64◦C.
To investigate details on a given ordered complex, the user may click on its histogram bar on the results page
and be brought to a details page for that specified ordered complex. Figure 4.10 shows the details page for
the A-B-C complex, demonstrating that all helices are intact at 64◦C.
Careful analysis shows that the A strand separates from the A-B-C ordered complex at T = 75◦C (screen
shot in Figure 4.11 and ensemble pair fractions in Figure 4.12), while the helix between strands B and C is
still intact, accounting for the brief change in concavity in the melt profile (and a third melt transition) at that
temperature. The final melt transition occurs near T = 78◦C, corresponding to the melting of the B-C helix.
4.2.4 Comparison with experimental results
To test the accuracy of the predicted melt profile generated by NUPACK, absorbance experiments were
performed on the example system. Figure 4.13 shows the calculated melt profile and an experimentally
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Figure 4.5: Screen shot of the input page for the example calculation.
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Figure 4.6: Screen shot of the main results page at T = 39◦C for the example calculation. The thumbnail
images of the melt profile and ensemble pair fraction plot expand when clicked. Larger versions of these
plots, taken directly from the NUPACK SVG output, are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Ensemble pair fractions plot for the example system for T = 39◦C. (b) Ensemble pair
fractions plot for T = 64◦C.
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Figure 4.9: Screen shot of the results page at T = 64◦C.
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Figure 4.10: Screen shot of the details page for ordered complex A-B-C at T = 64◦C.
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Figure 4.11: Screen shot of the results page at T = 75◦C. An enlarged version of the ensemble pair fractions


























Figure 4.12: Ensemble pair fractions plot for the example system at T = 75◦C.
determined absorbance curve (scaled to match the tails of the calculated profile). The two dominant melt
transitions are clearly seen, and the minor melt transition may be responsible for the flattening of the ab-
sorbance curve around 78◦C. The temperatures predicted for the melt transitions are in good agreement with
the experimental values.
This test case has demonstrated the utility of the methods developed in the previous chapters and their
application through the NUPACK web application in analyzing solutions of interacting nucleic acids. The
demands on the user are minimal and access to the essential data is facile. NUPACK has already greatly
accelerated the work in the Pierce Lab for nucleic acid-based technology research [75], and will hopefully






























Figure 4.13: Comparison of predicted and experimental melt profiles for the example system. Scaled exper-
imental absorbance measurements (at 260 nm) are shown as dots and the predicted melt profile (reproduced
from Figure 4.7) as ×s. See Appendix G.1 for experimental methods.
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Chapter 5
Thermodynamics of hybridization chain
reaction
5.1 Introduction
With the tools for analysis of dilute solutions of interacting strands in place, we now use and expand them to
study a designed DNA-based system called hybridization chain reaction (HCR) [1].
The HCR system consists of three strand species in a dilute solution, hairpin 1 (H1), hairpin 2 (H2), and
initiator (I) and is described in Figure 5.1 and its caption. Because the H1 and H2 strands do not interact
in the absence of I, the system has an “off state,” and thus serves as an amplification of the presence of I,
producing nicked double helix polymers from each single I strand. The gel in Figure 5.2 shows the length
distribution of HCR polymers for various initiator concentrations, providing an experimental demonstration
the amplification capabilities of the system.
In the analysis in this chapter, the sequences studied are those in [1]. Several other HCR sequences have
been analyzed, and the results are all qualitatively similar, so we present analysis of the published system
except where noted.
5.2 HCR products and their free energies
5.2.1 Definition of HCR products
We see experimentally that H1 and H2 do not interact in the absence of I (lane 2 of the gel in Figure 5.2),
but their sequences are such that polymer formation is possible in principle, even in the absence of initiator.
Furthermore, a polymer consisting of alternating H1 and H2 strands has sticky ends that may pair to form a
ring. As such, there are several ways in which H1 and H2 may interact to form what we generally call “HCR
products” (described in Figure 5.3), all of which should be carefully considered in our study. We therefore


































Figure 5.1: Schematic of HCR function. The sequences shown are from [1] and are also shown in Table
5.1. (Recall the NUPACK sequencing color scheme ATGC.) Subsequences are marked with a letter and their
complements with asterisks. In absence of I, H1 and H2 do not interact. When I is introduced, the a∗ segment
of I binds with the a sticky end of H1. The stem of H1 is opened by strand displacement giving ordered
complex I-H1. The resulting sticky end c b∗ acts on H2 as I did to H1. After binding of H2, the resulting
sticky end is again a∗b∗, the same sequence as I, which binds to H1. Thus, an HCR product consists of
alternating H1 and H2 monomer units.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 5.2: Agarose gel with ethidium bromide staining demonstrating HCR polymer lengths. The initial
concentration of H1 and H2 were 1 µM for all lanes. Lanes 2-7 have varying I concentrations of (0.00,
10.00, 3.20, 1.00, 0.32, and 0.10 µM). Lanes 1 and 8 are DNA markers with 100 bp and 500 bp increments,
respectively. This is a higher-resolution version of the figure in [1] with modifications for labeling. See
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Figure 5.3: The six types of HCR polymers (column 4) and associated description (column 3) and variables
describing concentration (column 1) and free energy (column 2), given for species j byGj = −kT logQj . In
the drawings in column 4, arrowheads indicate the 3′ end and adjacent parallel lines indicate paired regions
with other lines indicating unpaired regions. The numerical superscripts will not pose a problem because






























Figure 5.4: The pair probability matrix (generated by NUPACK) for an initiated HCR polymer with n = 4 at
T = 23◦C. Aside from some low-probability spurious base pairing in the sticky end, the designed secondary
structure dominates.
To describe the HCR products, we define an alternating HCR polymer product or ring of length n to
consist of dn/2e H1 monomers and bn/2c H2 monomers (or bn/2c H1 and dn/2e H2 for n odd with unini-
tiated polymers ending in H2, see Figure 5.3) and possibly an initiator. For initiated polymers, n ≥ 1 and for
uninitiated polymers and rings, n ≥ 2. The strand ordering corresponding to an HCR polymer begins with I
if initiated and continues H1-H1· · ·H1-H2-H2· · ·H2.
We can use NUPACK to compute the partition function and base pair probabilities for an HCR polymer
when n is not too large. We can therefore estimate the dominance of designed HCR polymers versus spurious
ordered complexes at equilibrium. In a calculation run on the HCR systems at 23◦C that considered all
ordered complexes up to size 9 (but not rings) with [H1]0 = [H2]0 = [I]0 = 1 µM, the HCR polymers and
the monomers accounted for 85.30% of the H1 in solution.1 Due to the fact that HCR products dominate the
equilibrium mixture, we limit the set Ψ to only include HCR products, I, H1, and H2.
We can also use the base pair probabilities output by NUPACK to check for spurious base pairing within
each HCR polymer. Figure 5.4 shows the pair probability matrix for an initiated polymer with n = 4 at
T = 23◦C. The designed HCR secondary structure dominates, with a small amount of secondary structure
on the free end of the polymer. This is indicative of the fact that the free energy of a given HCR polymer is
dominated by the designed secondary structure, a typical trait of designed HCR systems for all n (plots not
shown).
1Better designs can have much higher percentages, e.g., 99.95% for the “HCR system 2” sequences in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: The free energy of initiated HCR polymer products at T = 23◦C as a function of n. The
incremental change in free energy for addition of a monomer is independent of n.
5.2.2 Free energy of HCR products
As n gets large, computation of the partition function (and therefore Gn) for an HCR polymer becomes
intractable. We therefore seek estimates for the free energy of long HCR polymers based on free energies
we can calculate for short polymers and monomers. In particular, if the free energy of monomer addition is
independent of n, we can write the free energy of an HCR polymer as the sum of the free energy changes
from addition of monomers.
Figure 5.5 shows the free energy for the ordered complexes corresponding to initiated HCR polymers for
1 ≤ n ≤ 10 at T = 23◦C. The free energies fall on a line with the difference between a polymer of length
n and one of length n − 1 being Gn − Gn−1 = −40.22 kcal/mol. The free energy change for addition of a
monomer is not dependent on whether or not the polymer contains initiator (data not shown). While not very
pronounced on this system, there is a sequence-dependent difference in free energy change for adding an H1
monomer versus an H2 monomer. Here, the difference in free energy between polymers of length n and n−1
for n odd is −40.21 kcal/mol and −40.24 kcal/mol for n even, with both these values unchanging with n.
Given that the change in free energy for adding monomers is independent of n, we can define free energy
changes for all HCR steps, defined in Figure 5.6. We can then write the free energies of all HCR products in
terms of these values:
























































Figure 5.6: The free energy changes for the various steps in HCR processes. The processes are, from top to
bottom, initiation of a polymer, two hairpins binding with the 3′ ends unpaired, two hairpins binding with the
5′ end unpaired, addition of an H1 monomer to the 5′ end of an H2 strand at the end of a polymer, addition
of an H2 monomer to the 3′ end of a an H1 strand at the end of a polymer, and ring closure. The free energy
change is equal to the specific free energy of the right-hand side of the arrow minus that of the left-hand
side (e.g., ∆GI = G1 − GH1 − GI). All are independent of n, except ∆Gr. The color coding of strands is






























∆G2, n even, ≥ 2 (5.1e)
Grn = G
5
n +∆Gr(n), n even, ≥ 2. (5.1f)
We can computeGI,GH1,GH2, andG1 using NUPACK. We then know∆GI = G1−GH1−GI. We can
computeGn for several values of n (up to only n = 5 is usually sufficient) and perform linear regressions (as
in Figure 5.5) to get ∆G1 and ∆G2.
Since the two products depicted in the H1 + H2 binding in Figure 5.6 belong to the same ordered com-
plex H1-H2, we cannot directly use NUPACK to compute their free energies, and therefore need to ap-
proximate them. One strategy is to compute the free energy for the ordered complex H1-H2 (GH1H2 =
−kT logQH1H2), as well as the free energies for the dominant secondary structure for each of the two prod-
ucts (G3H1H2(sMFE) and G
5
H1H2(sMFE)) and use the approximation








to get ∆G312 = −kT logQ3H1H2 − GH1 − GH2 and ∆G512 = −kT logQ5H1H2 − GH1 − GH2. Using this
approximation, we get ∆G312 = −1.50 kcal/mol and ∆G512 = −3.34 kcal/mol at T = 23◦C.
We cannot use NUPACK to calculate the free energy of ring formation because it consists of a pseu-
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doknot (all polymer graphs representing the ringed secondary structures result in crossing lines). The free
energy can be estimated by calculating the free energy of the formation of the additional base pairs (∆Gbpr )
upon ring formation and correcting with a ring closure penalty. The ring closure probability is described
by the Jacobson-Stockmayer J factor, which is the ratio of equilibrium constant for ring closure to that of
bimolecular association [76]. Thus, the ring closure penalty is −kT log J(n), and
∆Gr(n) = ∆Gbpr − kT log J(n). (5.2)
Calculation of the J factor is difficult for these rings because the strand breaks preclude the use of the theory
developed for linking number-dependent ring-closure probability [59]. There is, however, a nonzero twist
modulus, at least locally, to the double-stranded regions of the ring due to stacking interactions, so a direct
application of wormlike chain ring closure probability [76] also introduces error. Both theories share the
common result that the J factor goes to zero rapidly as n falls below one persistence length (≈ 150 bp for
B-DNA [61]) and as n−3/2 beyond about four persistence lengths [59]. For our analysis, we overestimate the
ring closure penalty by approximating the J factor as the lower bound of a J factor for a twistable wormlike
chain with torsional energy similar to its bending energy. For any of the appropriate models for ring closure,
the maximal J factor is slightly greater than 10−2 and occurs between one and two persistence lengths on a
peak that spans about two persistence lengths [59]. For HCR systems, this corresponds to n between 6 and
10, assuming the nicked HCR product has the same persistence length of B-DNA. In this regime, the ring
closure penalty is typically less than 5kT (3 kcal/mol at T = 23◦C). By comparison, the free energy for base
pair formation at the free ends of the uninitiated polymer to form a ring is −40.45 kcal/mol at T = 23◦C.
Thus, the details of the approximation for loop closure are not important, as the free energy of base pairing
dominates, as will be evident in our subsequent analyses.
With the estimates for the∆Gs and (5.1), we now have enough information to completely characterize the
thermodynamics of an HCR system. We did so by only computing a handful of partition functions for ordered
complexes with relatively few bases. In quoting these free energies, however, it is important to note that the
loop-based free energy model does not take into account any tertiary structure outside of that implicitly
included in the empirical loop parameters. Therefore, the calculated free energies neglect the contributions
due to the length of the polymer and associated chain entropy or bending rigidity. However, the base-pairing
energies are tens of kT per HCR monomer, and are expected to dominate the free energy.
5.3 Properties of the HCR free energy landscape
We have already seen in Section 3.4.5 that coarsening the free energy landscape of a nucleic acid solution
such that the state variables are the ordered complex concentrations results in a continuous, strictly convex
landscape in the thermodynamic limit. Because we do not consider the intermediate steps of going from one
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state to another (e.g., from having two separate H1 and H2 hairpins to having an H1-H2 ordered complex),
we have no knowledge of the rates of these processes with this level of coarsening. In fact, for any degree
of coarsening, we only know the relative free energies of one point on the landscape to another and no other
information.
As such, we must carefully consider what portions of the landscape are kinetically accessible from a given
initial condition. With this in mind, we proceed to investigate the properties of various parts of the landscape,
beginning with the (unique) global free energy minimum.
5.3.1 Free energy of a dilute solution on HCR strands
Using the results of Section 5.2.2, we may write the free energy of a solution containing HCR strands. We
define the set Ψ to include the monomers H1, H2, and I, and all HCR products described in Figure 5.3 up to
a maximal n, called nmax.
Using (2.17), the per-solvent free energy for a solution with HCR strands (in units of kT ) is














































































where the expressions in (5.1) and (5.2) are used for the free energies of the HCR products. The expressions
of the constraints on x, equivalent to (2.18b), are




























































The choice of nmax is somewhat arbitrary. In a strategy similar to that described in Section 2.4.5, nmax
should be chosen such that the number-weighted concentration (nxn) of HCR polymer products are close
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Figure 5.7: Melt curves for ring formation in the HCR system. The y-axis is the fraction of H1 and H2
monomers that are contained in ring products. The concentrations of H1, H2, and I (described by the vector
x0) are equal, varying from 10−5 to 10−10 M going from right to left on the plot.
to zero as n gets close to nmax, making sure nmax is above any nucleation barrier for polymerization. In
practice, nmax can be up to about 106 and the concentration solver will still converge in a matter of minutes
(on a 3.06 GHz Intel® Xeon™ processor with 4 GB of RAM).
5.3.2 Minimal free energy state of the HCR system
After having computed all the necessary HCR product free energies, we directly apply the techniques of
Section 2.4.3 to compute the equilibrium concentrations of HCR products. This corresponds to the unique
global free energy minimum of the HCR free energy landscape, where it is coarsened such that the state
variables are the HCR product concentrations. At moderate concentrations and low temperatures, e.g, [I]0 =
[H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM and T = 23◦C, rings completely dominate the equilibrium products. Specifically,
less than ≈ 10−5% of H1 strands are in ordered complexes other than the n = 6 ring under these conditions.
Figure 5.7 shows the melt profile for the HCR system over a range of hairpin concentrations. Over all
temperatures and concentrations, the dominant species are rings with n = 6 and monomers I, H1, and H2.
The initiator remains unbound, having no impact on the equilibrium state.
5.3.3 The kinetic basis for the absence of rings
While rings dominate at equilibrium, they are not seen experimentally in the HCR system, as they are kineti-
cally inaccessible. Because the experimental system is constructed by mixing solutions, each containing only
strands of type I, H1, or H2, the starting point on the free energy landscape for the experimental systems is
xI = x0I , xH1 = x
0
H1, and xH2 = x
0
H2, with the concentrations of all other species being zero. Therefore,
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Figure 5.8: Equilibrium melt curves for the HCR system with [H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM in absence of initiator.
Red curve: the fraction of bases in the stems of H1 and H2 that are paired. Blue curve: Fraction of H1 and
H2 monomers that are in rings. Green curve: Fraction of H1 and H2 monomers that are in uninitiated HCR
polymers if rings are not allowed.
the first step to form any HCR product must be either H1 binding with H2 or I binding with H1, followed by
subsequent alternating binding of H2 and H1 monomers. If the first step is I binding H1 (which we will see
is much more likely), I is bound to the sticky end on the H1 end of the polymer, thereby precluding it from
binding with the sticky end of H2 on the other end of the polymer. In order for a ring to form, the initiator
must unbind before ring closure can proceed. As there are 24 base pairs between I and H1, initiator unbinding
is very unlikely.
Given that it is much more kinetically favorable for rings to form from uninitiated polymers, the first step
in ring formation is binding of H1 and H2. If the stems of the H1 and H2 hairpins are intact, initiating HCR
polymer growth with H1-H2 binding is kinetically hindered because there is no toehold from which to initiate
base pairing. The sticky ends at the end of the stems (the 5′ end of H1 and 3′ end of H2) are complementary
to the loop of the other hairpin, and therefore base pairing must initiate via loop invasions. For loops with
only 6 bases, this process is sterically hindered.
Figure 5.8 shows calculated melt curves for ring formation, uninitiated polymer formation, and hairpin
stem melting for the HCR system. For any temperature at which ring or polymer formation is favorable, the
stems of the hairpins are intact, thereby kinetically hindering the nucleation of polymerization.
To probe the possibility of ring formation in a system where hybridization between H1 and H2 is not
so hindered, we consider an HCR system where the length of the loops in the hairpins is 12 bases, rather
than 6 (Figure 5.9). Figure 5.10 shows the results of a calculation analogous to that of Figure 5.8. For the




























Figure 5.9: The modified HCR system to study ring formation. As in Figure 5.1, the complement of a
subsequence is marked with an asterisk and the base coloring scheme is that of NUPACK. The two dominant
HCR products for uninitiated binding of H1 and H2 are shown. Any of the sticky ends in these products may
initiate hybridization with another monomer thereby propagating HCR.
more likely to form. Figure 5.11 shows verification of ring formation. The modified H1 and H2 were added
to a solution at 1 µM concentration and slowly annealed from 95◦C to 37◦C. The result is shows in lane 1.
After annealing, λ exonuclease was added to the solution, which sequentially digests double-stranded DNA
starting from the end of a strand [77] (lane 2). As seen on the gel, the lower band of HCR products remains,
indicating that there was no end immediately available for digestion by the exonuclease. By contrast, the
DNA marker ladder is digested (lanes 3 and 4). Thus, the lower band corresponds to a ring. We have shown
that, if less kinetically hindered, rings will form (from experiment) and are the thermodynamic minimum
(from calculations). In the standard HCR system, however, they are kinetically inaccessible.
5.3.4 Characterizing kinetic traps in the HCR free energy landscape
In the previous section, we saw that H1-H2 binding is kinetically hindered because the hairpin stems are
intact at temperatures where HCR polymers may form. Besides being kinetically hindered, H1-H2 binding
is thermodynamically unfavorable, in contrast to I-H1 binding. For the standard HCR system, when one
H1 strand and one H2 strand are separate in solution, they have a total 36 base pairs (18 in each stem).
By contrast, the H1-H2 complex has only 24. The “break even point” in terms of number of base pairs
(ignoring loop energy penalties and concentration effects) for uninitiated HCR polymer products is n = 4,
when the HCR polymer and the lone hairpins each have 72 base pairs. Thus, uninitialized polymerization has
a significant barrier.
While a qualitative discussion of the pathways to form HCR products was given in the previous section,
the level of coarsening of the free energy landscape used to determine the equilibrium does not consider
any of the details necessary to describe the sequential nature of HCR product production. It is therefore
useful to have a picture of the connectivity of the free energy landscape given the sequential nature of the
formation of HCR products. To construct a representative landscape, we consider a box containing a single
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Figure 5.10: Equilibrium melt curves for the modified HCR system with longer loops with [H1]0 = [H2]0 =
1 µM in absence of initiator. Red curve: the fraction of bases in the stems of H1 and H2 that are paired. Blue
curve: Fraction of H1 and H2 monomers that are in rings. Green curve: Fraction of H1 and H2 monomers
that are in uninitiated HCR polymers if rings are not allowed.
1 432
Figure 5.11: Ethidium bromide labeled acrylamide gel demonstrating the existence of rings in the modified
HCR system. Lane 1: modified H1 and H2 at 1 µM. Lane 2: H1 and H2 with exonuclease. Lane 3: 100 bp
DNAmarkers. Lane 4: 100 bp DNAmarkers with exonuclease. See Appendix G.3 for experimental methods.
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Figure 5.12: (a) A representative free energy landscape for growth of initiated HCR polymer products. (b)
The corresponding representative landscape for growth of uninitiated HCR polymer products.
initiator and 20 hairpins, 10 each of H1 and H2. The volume of the box (and therefore Ms) is such that
[H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM and [I]0 = 0.1 µM. We grow a single HCR polymer product in the box from the
available strands with populationm of the box beingm = (mI,mH1,mH2,mn)T with
mI =








, and mn =
 0 n = 11 n ≥ 1 .
As the polymer grows, the free energy of the box is calculated as Gbox = −kT logZ(m,Ms, T ), where
Z(m,Ms, T ) is given by (2.11). We can construct a similar landscape for a box that is absent of initiator.
Figure 5.12 shows these landscapes constructed as a function of n and T . For temperatures low enough
such that polymer growth is favorable, each step results in a decrease in the free energy of the system for
initiated polymers. Conversely, the first three steps (up to n = 4) of polymer formation for the uninitiated
case result in increases in free energy, indicating a barrier for uninitiated polymer formation. Since uninitiated
growth is necessary for ring formation, it, too, experiences this barrier. Polymer growth is unfavorable at high
temperatures whether or not initiator is present.
Figure 5.13 shows the landscape construction for the modified HCR system used in ring detection. The
extra bases in the hairpin loop serve to lower the barrier for uninitiated polymer growth, with the barrier being
surmounted after n = 2, as opposed to n = 4 for the standard system. In addition to more open stems at
temperatures where polymers can form, the low barrier for uninitiated polymer nucleation of the modified
system promotes ring formation, as was verified in the gel in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: A representative free energy landscape for growth of uninitiated HCR polymers for the modified
system of Section 5.3.3.
5.3.5 Reusability of the HCR hairpins
The previous discussion established that the hairpins do not polymerize in the absence of initiator, regardless
of temperature. These results suggest that the HCR hairpins are reusable if they can be separated from the
initiator. To probe this effect, an HCR system was constructed out of DNA H1 and H2 with RNA initiator
(see Figure 5.14). After HCR polymers formed (lane 2), the initiator was digested by adding RNase H, which
is an enzyme that digests the RNA in a DNA-RNA hybrid but does not degrade DNA or unpaired RNA [78].
The resulting HCR polymers lengthen (lane 3) due to end-joining and the shift in equilibrium toward longer
polymers as a result of the absence of initiator. Ring formation is precluded because the HCR polymers are
already long, thereby making the ring-closure penalty too great to enable ring-closure pairing of the chain
ends. The system is then annealed (lane 4), serving to both melt the HCR products and to thermally destroy
the RNase H, resulting in recharged H1 and H2 monomers in solution. Reintroduction of an RNA initiator
again triggers HCR (lane 5), demonstrating the reusability of the monomers.
The discovery of the reusability of the hairpins was only made after the calculations in Figure 5.8 revealed
the high temperature stability of the HCR hairpins. This is an example where a computational study led to
the discovery of a novel property of the system and directed experiments.
5.4 Determination of HCR equilibrium for nmax →∞
In Section 5.3.2, we calculated the equilibrium state of the HCR system by specifying a maximum polymer
length nmax and using the techniques of Section 2.4.3 to determine the equilibrium concentrations given
initial concentrations of x0 = (xI, xH1, xH2)T for each temperature we wished to consider. The time com-
plexity of the calculation isO(nmax), thereby scaling linearly with the length of HCR polymers we consider.
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Figure 5.14: A gel from the experiment testing HCR hairpin reusability. Lane 1: Hairpins alone in solution.
Lane 2: Addition of 0.2× RNA initiator. Lane 3: Addition of RNase H. Lane 4: Heat to 90◦C for 90 seconds
and then move to 37◦C incubator. Lane 5: Re addition of RNA initiator. See Appendix G.4 for experimental
methods.
This strategy is effective, and indeed produces essentially the same results when nmax is large as the treat-
ment for which nmax →∞ (described in the following pages), but does not immediately answer some basic
questions about the HCR system we can explore by continuing further in our theoretical development by tak-
ing nmax →∞ before resorting to numerical solvers. Because uninitiated polymers and rings are kinetically
inaccessible and to avoid clutter in the resulting expressions, we henceforth consider only initiated polymers.
5.4.1 Lagrange dual function
We follow a development similar to that in Section 2.4 and begin by defining the Lagrange multipliers λ =
(λI, λH1, λH2)T to enforce the conservation of mass constraints (5.4). The Lagrangian is
L(x, λ) = g(x, T ) + λI
(


































































The Lagrange dual function is
h(λ) = inf
x













where the equilibrium constants are defined by
KI ≡ exp {−∆GI/kT} ,
K1 ≡ exp {−∆G1/kT} ,
and K2 ≡ exp {−∆G2/kT} ,
and
ξ ≡ K1xH1K2xH2. (5.8)
Substitution of (5.7) and (5.8) into (5.6) and taking nmax →∞ gives h(λ) = −∞ for ξ ≥ 1 and
h(λ) = gref + λT x0 − xI − xH1 − xH2 −KIxIxH1 1 +K2xH21− ξ (5.9)
for ξ < 1.
The dual function is strictly concave because for ξ < 1, it is equal to the sum of strictly concave func-
tions (the strict concavity was proved in Lemma 2.2), and taking h(λ) = −∞ for ξ ≥ 1 is equivalent to an
extended-value extension of the function, making it concave by definition [28]. Similarly, limnmax→∞ g(x, T )
(with g(x, T ) given by (5.3)) is a strictly convex function of x. The constraints (5.4) are linear and the corre-
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sponding stoichiometry matrix (with an infinite number of columns) has full row rank (as shown in Section
2.4.3), so strong duality holds. Thus, taking nmax →∞ did not affect our ability to solve a low-dimensional
unconstrained dual problem to find the equilibrium concentrations.
5.4.2 HCR equilibrium solver
Although the task of finding the equilibrium concentrations of HCR products is still an unconstrained convex
programming problem, we cannot directly apply the techniques of Section 2.4.3 because the governing equa-
tions are now different, e.g., the matrix A no longer appears. We therefore develop a new solver for HCR
equilibria.
The gradient of the dual function, ∇h(λ), defined for ξ < 1, is given by
∂h
∂λI










= x0H2 − xH2 −KIxIxH1
ξ +K2xH2
(1− ξ)2 . (5.10c)
The Hessian, ∇2h(λ), which is real symmetric negative definite for ξ < 1 because h(λ) is strictly concave,
is given in Appendix F.
Given the gradient and Hessian, we may find the unique global maximum (satisfying ∇h(λ) = 0) of
the dual function using a trust region method. As in Section 2.4.3, we find minλ(−h(λ)) and use a dogleg
step with the symmetric positive-definiteness of ∇2(−h(λ)) enabling use of Cholesky decomposition for
Newton matrix inversion. Note that computation of the Hessian for the custom HCR solver is much faster
than the case with finite nmax. As we have previously shown, the optimal λ automatically satisfies the second
KKT condition (2.20b) and uniquely determines the equilibrium concentrations, x by (5.5). After solving
for the equilibrium concentrations, we can comprehensively compute thermodynamic properties of the HCR
polymers products, which is the goal of the rest of this chapter.
5.5 HCR equilibrium properties
Growth of HCR polymers is akin to the process called living polymerization (also called reversible or equilib-
rium polymerization) because there is no termination step in the polymerization process [79–81]. Extensive
theoretical and experimental work has been done to characterize equilibrium properties of living polymeriza-
tion [81]. In particular, the mean field treatment of Dudowicz, Freed, and Douglas [82], discusses many of
the general thermodynamic properties of initiated living polymers with a single monomer type. The results of
Section 5.5.1 and some of Section 5.5.2 agree qualitatively with those of [82], but the fact that HCR products
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Figure 5.15: The free energy landscape of Figure 5.12a viewed along the n-axis.
contain two monomer types, only one of which may bond to initiator, gives rise to some striking differences
(Section 5.5.3).
Unfortunately, solution of∇h(λ) = 0 is not tractable analytically, as it is for the case of a single monomer
species [82], but ability to rapidly solve for equilibrium concentrations as described in Section 5.4.2 enables
generation of meaningful plots. After solving for λ, the concentrations of each polymer of length n is given by
(5.7), though their explicit concentrations are often not necessary because relevant properties of the system,
such as the fraction of monomers in HCR polymers, average polymer length, etc., can be written in terms of
xI, xH1, xH2, ξ, and the equilibrium constants. In some special cases, we can get meaningful analytical results
that describe essential features of the HCR system. In this section, we use both analytical developments and
results from the solver to characterize the equilibrium behavior of the HCR system.
5.5.1 Temperature and hairpin concentration dependence of HCR
We have already investigated the temperature dependence of HCR in Section 5.3, with emphasis on effects of
annealing on formation of uninitiated HCR polymer products. For initiated polymers, Figure 5.12a shows that
formation of polymers becomes unfavorable at high temperatures. Indeed, viewing the landscape of Figure
5.12a along the n-axis (Figure 5.15) reveals that HCR polymers do not form above a temperature of about
37◦C. The same observation applies for the uninitiated case (not shown because visualization is difficult on
paper).
To quantify the temperature dependence, we plot the fraction of H1 and H2 in polymers versus tempera-
ture. The polymerization temperature, Tp, is then the temperature at which the inflection point in this curve
occurs [82]. Figure 5.16 shows melt curves for the HCR system for varying ratios of initiator to H1 con-
centrations. The polymerization temperature is about 37◦C, agreeing with that deduced from the free energy
landscape, and changes little with x0I /x
0





H1 varying, the width of the melting transition stays constant, but the melting temperature
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Figure 5.16: Melt profiles for the HCR system with [H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM. Going from the right curve to
the left, x0I /x
0
H1 varies from 10 to 10
−5, decreasing by a factor of 10 between each.
varies (Figure 5.17). The polymerization temperature grows nearly linearly with the logarithm of the hairpin
concentration (Figure 5.18).
Polymerization has strong dependence both on temperature and hairpin concentration. As we found Tp
for a given hairpin concentration, we can similarly find a critical monomer concentration [H1]∗0 for a given
temperature. We therefore generate curves analogous to those in Figure 5.17 with monomer concentration
varying on the x-axis (Figure 5.19). The critical H1 concentration is given by the inflection points in the
curves. Figure 5.20 shows that the logarithm of [H1]∗0 varies close to linearly with temperature.
5.5.2 Polymer length distributions
After running the HCR solver to get λ and therefore xI, xH1, and xH2, the probability distribution for polymer
lengths can be easily calculated from (5.7). Let p(n) be the equilibrium probability of a given ordered
complex in a dilute solution of HCR components being an HCR polymer of length n and p(H1) and p(H2)
































































H1 = 0.1. Going from the left
curve to the right, [H1]0 varies from 10−3 to 10 µM, increasing by a factor of 10 between each.
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H1 = 0.1 versus H1 concen-
tration. Going from left to right, the temperature increases in 10-degree increments from T = 0 to T = 50◦C.















































Figure 5.21: Number-weighted polymer length distributions for the HCR system for T = 23◦C and [H1]0 =
[H2]0 = 1 µM and [I]0/[H1]0 = 1, 0.1, 0.01 for the blue, green, and red curves, respectively. Both scales
are logarithmic. The equilibrium concentrations of H1 and H2 are not included on the plot.
with X being the total concentration of HCR products and H1 and H2,
X = xH1 + xH2 +
∞∑
n=1
xn = xH1 + xH2 +KIxIxH1
1 +K2xH2
1− ξ ,
and ζ ≡ −2/ log ξ. We see that polymers of even length and of odd length each have different exponential
distributions, as evident in Figure 5.21, which shows the number-weighted distributions (np(n)) for various
initiator concentrations. (The even/odd disparity is discussed in Section 5.5.3.) We also see that the distribu-
tion gets flatter with a maximum at a higher n as the initiator concentration decreases. As evident by (5.11),
the shortest polymers have the greatest probability since ξ < 1.












[xH1 + xH2 + 2mKIxIxH1 (Φ(ξ,−m, 1/2) +K2xH2 Φ(ξ,−m, 1))] ,
where Φ(z, s, α) is the Lerch transcendent, which has the property that
Φ(z, s− 1, α) = αΦ(z, s, α) + z d
dz
Φ(z, s, α).
Given that Φ(ξ, 0, 1/2) = Φ(ξ, 0, 1) = (1− ξ)−1, we can compute all the moments, successively computing
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Figure 5.22: The polydispersity index (PDI) versus temperature for [H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM. The value of
x0I /x
0
H1 goes from 10
−5 (top curve) to 0.1, increasing by a factor of 10 between each curve.
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/ 〈n〉2, may be calculated.
In addition to the mean polymer length 〈n〉, which includes three species for n = 1 (H1, H2, and I-H1),
we also define ` to be the average polymer length where the lone H1 and H2 monomers are excluded.
` =
1 + ξ + 2K2xH2
(1 +K2xH2)(1− ξ) . (5.13)






H2. Of course, the
PDI is close to unity above Tp because the solution consists of mainly lone monomers. The PDI peaks at
a temperature just less than the polymerization temperature (Tp = 37◦C) and then decays toward unity as
temperature decreases, meaning that the polymer length distribution gets increasingly sharp at lower temper-
ature. In the low temperature limit, where the entropic effects are minimized, we expect all monomers to be
in monodisperse polymers and all initiators to be consumed. Therefore, at low temperatures, ` is independent
of temperature and given by


















Figure 5.23: Average polymer length ` (neglecting lone monomers) versus temperature for [H1]0 = [H2]0 =
1 µM. The value of x0I /x
0
H1 goes from 10
−5 (top curve) to 0.1, increasing by a factor of 10 between each
curve.
where 2x0H1 is the total monomer concentration. Indeed, Figure 5.23 shows that ` comes to a plateau at low
temperatures. Interestingly, the transition to long polymers occurs only over a few degrees, just below the
melting temperature. Figure 5.24 shows that the calculated low-temperature values of ` corresponding to the
plateaus in Figure 5.23 fall on the line given by (5.14).
5.5.3 Even-odd asymmetry in polymer lengths





 K1xH1 n odd, ≥ 3K2xH2 n even, ≥ 2 (5.15)
and we typically have xH1 6= xH2, which results in more even or odd polymers at equilibrium, depending on
what values xH1 and xH2 take. For x0H1 = x
0
H2, xH2 > xH1, since all polymers are initiated and only H1 can
bind with the initiator. This is expressed mathematically by referring to (5.10b) and (5.10c) and noting that
solution of ∇h(λ) = 0 yields
xH1(1− ξ)2 +KIxIxH1(1 +K2xH2)
xH2(1− ξ)2 +KIxIxH1(ξ +K2xH2) = 1. (5.16)
Because ξ < 1, xH2 > xH1.
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Figure 5.24: The low-temperature average polymer length ` (neglecting lone monomers) versus x0H1/x
0
I for
[H1]0 = [H2]0 = 1 µM. The line is given by (5.14).
The total fraction of H1 and H2 monomers that are in polymers with n even or odd, respectively, is
φeven =
KIxIxH1K2xH2
X(1− ξ) , (5.17a)
and φodd =
KIxIxH1
X(1− ξ) . (5.17b)









where the subscript ` refers to the fact that the lone H1 and H2 monomers are not considered, as in (5.13).
Figure 5.25 shows φeven` for various ratios of hairpin concentrations, corresponding to a range of ±10%
pipette errors that one might expect experimentally. As the ratio of initiator to hairpin concentrations de-
creases, there can be a qualitative shift in even versus odd dominance of the resulting HCR products at
equilibrium. While not in quantitative agreement, the gel in Figure 5.2 shows a change in even dominance,
evident in the lower of the double-bands being darker for larger x0I /x
0
H1 and the higher being darker for
smaller x0I /x
0
H1. The even-odd asymmetry in HCR products went unnoticed until the calculations in this
section were completed, another example of theory and computation complementing experiment.
The preference for polymers ending in either H1 or H2 is a result of the inherent asymmetry in the system
arising from the fact that only H1 may bind to the initiator. If both H1 and H2 could bind to the initiator, the
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H1 at [H1]0 = 1 µM and T = 23
◦C. The bottom curve
has x0H2/x
0




H1 = 1.1, with 0.05 increments between each curve. The middle
curve, for which x0H2/x
0
H1 = 1, has a limiting value of φ
even




H1 gets small because K1 6= K2
for the real system.
asymmetry no longer exists, and the preference for even or odd polymer lengths vanishes forK1 = K2. The
resulting system behaves as a standard initiated living polymer where each H1/H2 pair is a “monomer.”
5.5.4 The limit of long HCR polymer lengths
We see from (5.12) and (5.13) that as the average polymer length gets long, which is the case when x0I /x
0
H1
gets small (see (5.14) and Figures 5.23 and 5.24), ξ approaches unity. The difference between xH1 and
xH2 approaches zero by (5.16) and the discrepancy between even and odd polymers is then diminished if
K1 ≈ K2 (see (5.15)). In this limit, xH1 ≈ xH2 . K−11 ≈ K−12 , and the probability distribution of polymer










This matches the distribution of uninitiated living polymerization in which there is only one type of monomer
[83] (and the evenness and oddness of n is not relevant). Here,
√
ξ ≈ K1xH1 ≈ K2xH2 is the equilibrium
probability that a given monomer is alone in solution (i.e., not in a polymer), which helps clarify the physical
meaning of ξ.
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Table 5.1: The sequences for the two HCR systems studied. Subsequences a, b, and c are colored red, blue,
and green, respectively. Underlined subsequences represent those marked with asterisks.
5.6 Sequence dependence on HCR properties
We have already seen in Section 5.3.3 that an adjustment in the general design of H1 and H2 can lead
to qualitatively different behavior of the HCR system. Here, we demonstrate sequence dependence of the
shape of the free energy landscape, the polymerization temperature, and the critical hairpin concentration. In
addition to the published HCR system (which we will call “HCR system 1”) whose sequences are shown in
Figure 5.1 and reproduced in Table 5.1 for reference, we analyzed another unpublished system in use in the
Pierce Lab [84]. The sequences for this system (“HCR system 2”) are shown in Table 5.1. HCR system 1
has 50% GC content, while HCR system 2 has 64%. We therefore expect higher melting temperatures and a
lower critical hairpin concentration for system 2.
Figure 5.26 shows the free energy landscape for HCR system 2 in the absence of initiator next to that
of HCR system 1 for reference. The barrier for uninitiated HCR polymerization is lower for HCR system 2
because the energy penalty of having closed hairpin loops relative to the benefit of base pairing upon hairpin
binding is smaller when there is more GC content. Furthermore, the landscape is steeper as HCR proceeds,
indicative of the greater energy benefit per base pair.
Figure 5.27 shows the comparisons of Tp and [H1]∗0 for the two HCR systems. The polymerization
temperature is higher for HCR system 2, and the critical monomer concentration is lower, as expected from
the higher GC content.
5.7 Further studies
The preliminary experimental results and analytical and computational analyses presented in this chapter
complement each other and have served to clarify many of the physical principles governing the behavior of
the HCR system. This merits further study of this system, both experimentally and theoretically, to fully char-
acterize its fundamental features and provide a framework on which to design new HCR-based applications.
Possible studies include systematic variation of the length of the subsequences a, b, and c (which was done
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Figure 5.26: (a) Free energy landscape of HCR system 2 in the absence of initiator, generated following the
prescription of Section 5.3.4. (b) Reproduction of the landscape for HCR system 1 from Figure 5.12a for
comparison.























































Figure 5.27: (a) The polymerization temperature Tp versus [H1]0 for HCR system 1 (bottom curve) and for
HCR system 2 (top curve). (b) The critical monomer concentration [H1]∗0 versus temperature for HCR system




in the ring study of Section 5.3.3) and of their respective GC content. With this expertise, the HCR analysis
tools can aide sequence design of new systems.
The analysis in this chapter contained commentary on kinetic processes, but the quantitative results all
deal with the thermodynamics of HCR systems. The kinetics of HCR chain growth could provide a rich array
of phenomena to explore, albeit requiring more sophisticated experimental techniques. Indeed, the growth
of living polymers tends to proceed in phases that are qualitatively different from the equilibrium state.
Typically, the polymer length distribution is first a sharp Poisson distribution before more slowly relaxing
to the broad exponential distribution like those in (5.11) [85]. In fact, low observed polydispersity at short
timescales is often an indicator of a living (i.e., unterminated) polymerization process [79].
Kinetic effects may also be the cause that, for low initiator concentrations, experimental results based on
gel electrophoresis show that essentially none of the H1 and H2 monomers are converted to HCR polymers
[86]. Furthermore, the onset of this phenomenon occurs abruptly as x0I /x
0
H1 is decreased. The thermodynamics-
based calculations of this chapter do not predict this phenomenon, as thermodynamic melt properties are
independent of initiator concentration (see, e.g., Figure 5.16). Kinetic studies, both theoretical and experi-





The theory and algorithms presented in this thesis provide new tools for analyzing the equilibrium properties
of interacting nucleic acid strands in synthetic and biological systems. For an ordered complex of an arbitrary
number of strands, it is now possible to calculate the partition function over all unpseudoknotted connected
secondary structures. The approach rigorously treats distinguishability effects that arise in the multi-stranded
setting and provides a basis for the analysis of dilute solutions containing multiple ordered complexes at
equilibrium.
If the number of strands and complexes is small, the partition function can be used to calculate the
equilibrium population distribution of each complex species, useful in interpreting long-time results from
stochastic kinetic simulations of small numbers of molecules. Alternatively, if the number of strands is
large, the equilibrium concentration of each ordered complex species can be determined by minimizing the
free energy of the system subject to conservation of mass. This is a (high-dimensional) strictly convex
programming problem; strong duality and the special form of the KKT conditions imply that we may instead
solve the (low-dimensional) unconstrained strictly concave dual problem, leading to an efficient solution
framework with uniqueness and global convergence guarantees. Partition function information can then be
used to calculate base-pairing expectations for individual complexes or for the system as a whole.
Software for performing all of these calculations is available for download (for research purposes) at
nupack.org. The NUPACK web application provides researchers worldwide a user-friendly interface for
using the software. The results are clearly presented in downloadable publication-quality graphics which
provide a concise, yet thorough, presentation of the most relevant properties.
The analysis tools of NUPACK have been extended to study the HCR system. Because the free energy
change for addition of a monomer to an HCR polymer is independent of polymer length, we can calculate the
free energy for an HCR product of arbitrary length, which allows thermodynamic characterization of the sys-
tem including polymers of all lengths. The thermodynamics of HCR are similar to those of living polymers,
with the striking result that polymers of even or odd length are favored, depending on the conditions—shown
computationally and also seen experimentally. Computational study of the HCR system also reveals that the
hairpins are reusable, subsequently demonstrated experimentally.
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The theoretical and computational study of the HCR system illustrates the utility of the analysis tools
described in this thesis in interpreting and directing experiments. NUPACK makes this process easy, and
it has already become a staple tool among experimentalists and theorists in the Pierce Lab for design and
construction of nucleic acid-based devices. As its development continues and it expands to include improved
thermodynamics (such as inclusion of two-stranded pseudoknots), design, and kinetics, it will continue to be
a powerful tool for biologists and biotechnologists working with nucleic acids.
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Appendix A
Convexity of ideal gas free energy
We prove here that the function g(m) given by (2.26) and (2.27a) in Section 2.5.2 is convex.
A function is convex if its Hessian is positive semidefinite [28]. The Hessian of g(m) is given by
[∇2mg(m)]kl =
 1mk − 1M for k = l1
M for k 6= l
. (A.1)
A matrix is positive semidefinite if all principle submatrices have nonnegative determinants [87], where a
principle submatrix is formed by deleting the same number of rows as columns from the matrix. Any n× n
principle submatrix of ∇2mg(m), Hsub, has the form
Hsubij =
 1mi − 1Msub for i = j1
Msub
for i 6= j
,
where M sub ≤ ∑ni=1mi with equality when Hsub = ∇2mg(m). Here, we have relabeled the subscripts on
the mi such that they are sequential from 1 to n, i.e., the subscripts may not refer to the same compound
as that in (A.1). This is inconsequential for this proof, for it is only the form of Hsub described above that
is important. To compute the determinant, we perform the following operations (which do not affect the
determinant) to get Hsub in upper triangular form. Starting with row n and working up to row 2, from each







for i = j
− 1mi−1 for i = j + 1
0 otherwise
,
where ∼ denotes equivalence for matrices with equal determinants. Now, starting with column n − 1 and




 1mi for i = j0 otherwise .










for 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1
− 1
Msub
for j = n
.









Thus, the determinate of all principle submatrices are nonnegative with the determinant of the whole Hessian
being zero. Thus, ∇2mg(m) is positive semidefinite and g(m) is convex. 
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Appendix B
Proof of the Representation Theorem
Following is a proof of the Representation Theorem, reproduced from [17]. It was developed by Robert
Dirks with an alternate derivation developed independently by Joseph Schaeffer and Erik Winfree. The
theorem states that for L interacting strands, each labeled with a unique identifier, for every unpseudoknotted
connected secondary structure s, there is exactly one circular permutation pi that yields a polymer graph with
no crossing lines.
The proof is by induction on the number of strands in the complex, L. The theorem holds for L = 1 since
there is only one circular permutation. We now assume that the theorem holds for L−1 strands and attempt
to show that it holds for L strands.
Let s be an unpseudoknotted connected secondary structure of L strands so that there must exist a circular
permutation pi for which the polymer graph has no crossing lines. We create a connectivity graph for s in
which each strand is represented by exactly one node and there is an edge between nodes if there exists at
least one base pair between the corresponding strands. Since s is connected, the connectivity graph must
have either a leaf node or a node that is part of a cycle whose removal will not break the connectedness
of the resulting graph. Let l be some such node and let s′ be the secondary structure which has had the
corresponding strand removed. Then s′ is a connected secondary structure of L−1 strands. By supposition,
the circular permutation pi′ of the strands in s′ that corresponds to pi (omitting strand l) is the only one that
yields a polymer graph with no crossing lines. Hence, the only polymer graphs for structure s that have the
possibility of no crossing lines are those that are obtained by inserting strand l between two strands of s′ in
circular permutation pi′.
Now we show that the only position where strand l can be added back into the polymer graph with
circular permutation pi′ without introducing crossing lines is the original position n corresponding to circular
permutation pi. Consider inserting l into pi′ at positions m 6= n. A line drawn from m to n must cross some
base pair i·j in the polymer graph or s′ would not be connected. In the original strand ordering pi for structure
s, there must exist a base pair d · e connecting strand l to another strand in the complex. This base pair d · e
cannot cross i · j, so both d and e are on the n side of i · j. If we now insert strand l at a positionm, crossing
lines are produced because one end of d · e is on the m side of i · j and the other is on the n side. This
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implies that n is the only position where l can be added back to s′ without introducing crossing lines. Hence,




Pseudocode for construction of the set Λ
// Given Ψ0, Ψ (or Ψsuper, which can be substituted for Ψ), A,m0, find the set Λ
// Λ is stored as a 2D array where Λk,j is the number of ordered complex (or complex) j in population k
Sort A such that columns corresponding to single-stranded complexes are first
// Calculate maximum number of each complex type based on exhausting the limiting single strand
SetmΨ,maxj = 0 for all j //m
Ψ,max contains max possible population of multistranded complexes (|Ψ| − |Ψ0| entries)
for j = 1, |Ψ| − |Ψ0|
for i = 1, |Ψ0|










// Store population with all single-stranded complexes
Set Λi,1 = m0i for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ψ0| and Λj,1 = 0 for |Ψ0|+ 1 ≤ j ≤ |Ψ|
// Generate entries in Λ that have multistranded complexes
InitializemΨj = 0 for all j //m
Ψ contains populations of multistranded complexes (|Ψ| − |Ψ0| entries)
k = 2
i = |Ψ| − |Ψ0|
while i ≥ 1
mΨ|Ψ|−|Ψ0| ++
//Check to see if the currentmΨ results in a negative number of single strands
legalPopulation = 1 // legalPopulation = 1 if no species has a negative population
for i = 1, |Ψ0|
dotProduct = 0











// Generate next population
if legalPopulation == 1 andmΨ|Ψ|−|Ψ0| ≤ mΨ,max|Ψ|−|Ψ0|
i = |Ψ| − |Ψ0|
else
if i > 1
mΨi−1 ++







if i == |Ψ| − |Ψ0|
// Get single strand counts
for i = 1, |Ψ0|
dotProduct = 0









i − dotProduct //mΨ
0
contains populations of single strands (|Ψ0| entries)
end for





// Put multistranded counts in Λ










Excerpts from the NUPACK 2.0 User
Guide
Following are portions of the text from the NUPACK 2.0 User Guide, released January 29, 2007. This serves
to describe the basic structure and funtionality of the NUPACK compute engine code base. Notation is
consistent with [17].
D.1 Directories






Static libraries defining functions for linking at compile time.
parameters
Parameter files for RNA and DNA free energy models.
doc
Documentation, including this user guide, reference papers, and example input and output files.
It is convenient to set the environment variable NUPACKHOME, specifying an absolute path to the root direc-
tory nupack (e.g., NUPACKHOME=/usr/local/nupack or NUPACKHOME=/home/username/nupack).
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D.2 Compilation
Core routines are written in C. To compile the code, type make in the root nupack directory. This will
create the executables described in this user guide.
D.3 NUPACK conventions
Following are formatting standards for all input and output in NUPACK:
• All executables except concentrations and distributions take input from an input file
prefix.in, where prefix is a command line argument. If prefix is not specified or prefix.in
is absent or improperly formatted, the user is prompted for input on the screen.
• All sequences are listed 5′ to 3′. The bases in an ordered complex are indexed starting with 1 at the
5′-most base of the first strand and ending at the 3′-most base of the last strand. For example, if an
ordered complex has three strands of length 15, 20, and 13, respectively, the fifth base of the third
strand has index 40.
• Valid bases are A, C, G, T, and U. For RNA calculations, T is automatically converted to U, and vice
versa for DNA calculations.
• Secondary structures may be specified in dot/parentheses notation (e.g, ((...)) specifies that bases
1 and 2 are paired to bases 7 and 6, respectively, while bases 3, 4, and 5 are unpaired). Different
strands are separated by a + sign (no whitespace). Four types of “parentheses” are accepted: (), [],
{}, and <>. Within a specified structure, each type of parentheses must satisfy a nesting property but
different types need not be nested, allowing specification of pseudoknotted structures (though highly
nested pseudoknots may not be specifiable with only four types of parentheses).
• Secondary structures may also be specified in pair list format, where each line consists of two whitespace-
separated integers [i j], i < j, specifying that base i is paired to base j. Any secondary structure,
including highly-nested pseudoknots, may be specified in this way.
• Comment lines begin with a % symbol.
• In input files, comment lines may be interspersed with input data. However, there may be no empty
lines in the input files.
The following physical considerations are universal throughout NUPACK:
• Except where noted, all energy units are kcal/mol and all concentration units are molar.
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• The zero free energy reference state for all calculations is a system where all relevant strands are present
with no base pairs.
• The base pairs considered in the calculations include Watson-Crick (A · U/T and G · C) and wobble
(G · U/T ) pairs.
• Except where noted, all calculations and reported values appropriately take into account distinguisha-
bility corrections and strand association penalties.
• All executables involving partition function calculations consider an ensemble Ω(pi) containing all
connected unpeudoknotted secondary structures for a given ordered complex. If -pseudo (see below)
is selected, Ω(pi) also includes the class of pseudoknots specified in Reference [3].
The following option flags are recognized by multiple NUPACK executables:
-material parameters
The parameter files defining the nucleic acid material (all assuming 1 M NaCl) are specified via the
argument parameters which represents either a filename prefix or a shorthand identifier for an in-
cluded parameter set. If the filename does not contain a relative or absolute path, then the program will
look for the files first in the current directory, and then in the directory $NUPACKHOME/parameters.
Available filename prefixes and the corresponding shorthand identifiers currently include (DNA/RNA
hybrids are not allowed):
• RNA mfold2.3 (default; shorthand: rna)
Mfold v2.3 parameter files *.dG and *.dH for RNA allowing calculations at different tempera-
tures; includes pseudoknot parameters from Reference [3].
• DNA mfold2.3 (shorthand: dna)
Mfold v2.3 parameter files *.dG and *.dH for DNA allowing calculations at different tempera-
tures; there are no pseudoknot parameters.
• RNA mfold3.0 (shorthand: rna37)
Mfold v3.0 parameter file *.dG for RNA for calculations at 37 ◦C; includes pseudoknot param-
eters from Reference [3].
-dangles treatment
The way in which dangle energies are incorporated is specified by treatment, which may have the
following values:
• none: No dangle energies are incorporated.
• some: (default) A dangle energy is incorporated for each unpaired base flanking a duplex (a base
flanking two duplexes contributes only the minimum of the two possible dangle energies).
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• all: A dangle energy is incorported for each base flanking a duplex regardless of whether it is
paired.
-T temperature
Temperature specified in ◦C (default is 37).
-multi
Specify a calculation involving complexes of multiple interacting strands.
-pseudo
Include the class of physically relevant pseudoknots defined in Reference [3] in Ω. This option is cur-
rently only available for single-stranded RNA calculations. An error message is returned if -pseudo
is specified in combination with either -multi or -material dna.
D.4 Executables
D.4.1 Calculate the partition function
Command: pfunc [-T temperature] [-multi] [-pseudo] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [prefix]
Description: Computes the partition function, Q, for an ordered complex over the set Ω(pi).
Input: For single-stranded calculations, the input file contains the strand sequence specified on a single line.
If -multi is specified, the input file must contain the following entries on separate lines:
• The number of distinct strand species, |Ψ0|.
• The sequences for each distinct strand species, each on a separate line.
• L integers from the range 1 to |Ψ0| representing the distinct circular permutation pi ∈ Π of the L
strands in the ordered complex.
Note that strand species defined on different lines are treated as distinct even if they have the same sequence.
Example 1













1 2 2 3
Command: pfunc -T 23 -multi -material dna
$NUPACKHOME/doc/examples/pnas04 hcr/pnas04 hcr basic
Output: Following header comments, the free energy of the ordered complex (given by ∆G = −kT logQ)
is written to the screen. The value of the partition function is written immediately below.
D.4.2 Calculate base-pairing observables
Command: pairs [-T temperature] [-multi] [-pseudo] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [prefix]
Description: Computes pair probabilities p(in·jm;pi) for the ordered complex corresponding to the specified
circular permutation pi ∈ Π. When -multi is selected, also computes the expected number of base pairs
E(i{A} · j{B};pi).
Input: Same as for the executable pfunc.
Output: The output is written to the files:
• prefix.ppairs
Contains the probability of each type of base pair in the ordered complex. The relevant quantities are
p(in · jm;pi), the probability that base i of strand n is paired to base j of strand m in the ordered
complex corresponding to distinct circular permutation pi. All strands in the ordered complex are
considered to be distinct; there are no distinguishability corrections. For example, the two strands
labeled 2 in Example 2 are considered distinct. One might think of them as strand 2a and 2b, and
a given base of strand 2a may have different pair probabilities than the corresponding one in strand
2b. The total number of bases in the complex is N =
∑L
l=1Nl, so indexing bases from 1 to N , the
pair probabilities can be stored in a symmetric N × N matrix. Augmentation by an N + 1st column
containing the probability that each base is unpaired causes the rows to sum to unity.
By default, the file is formatted as follows. Following header comments, the first entry is the integerN .
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The remaining entries come in triplets of the form [i j p], where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N + 1 are
base numbers and p is the probability of the corresponding pair. Values corresponding to j = N + 1
represent the probability that base i is unpaired. To save space, only probabilities above the diagonal
that exceed a fixed cutoff of 0.001 are stored. If -pseudo is selected, each row is augmented by two
additional columns. The first is the probability that bases i and j form a nested pair and the second is
the probability that bases i and j form a non-nested pair. In the case of j = N + 1, these additional
columns store the probability that bases i and j do not form a nested pair and the probability that they
do not form a non-nested pair, respectively.
• prefix.epairs
Generated when -multi is selected. Similar to prefix.ppairs except strands of the same species
are considered to be indistinguishable. The relevant quantities are E(i{A} · j{B};pi), the expected
number of base i of strand species A that are paired to base j of strand species B in the ordered com-
plex corresponding to distinct circular permutation pi. The number of distinct bases in the complex is
Ndistinct ≡
∑
k∈Ψ0 Nk, representing the total number of bases in all |Ψ0| strand species. Number-
ing the distinct bases from 1 to Ndistinct, the distinct base pairs may be represented as a symmetric
Ndistinct×Ndistinct matrix; by augmenting the matrix with an extra column that contains the expected
number of base i of strand species A that are unpaired, each row sums to the number of base i of strand
species A in the complex. Note that this numbering system is used even if some sequences listed in the
input file are absent from the specified ordered complex.
The file is formatted as follows. Following header comments, the first entry is the integerNdistinct, and
the remaining entries come in triplets of the form [i j E], analogously to the .ppairs file, except
E is the expected number of the corresponding pair. To save space, only expected values above the
diagonal that exceed a fixed cutoff of 0.001 are stored. Information is stored only for bases included in
the specified ordered complex.
D.4.3 Find minimum free energy (MFE) secondary structure(s)
Command: mfe [-T temperature] [-multi] [-pseudo] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [-degenerate] [prefix]
Description: Compute and store the minimum free energy and MFE secondary structure(s) in Ω(pi). If the
-degenerate flag is selected, all secondary structures that share the same minimum free energy are stored;
otherwise only one MFE structure is stored.
Input: Same format as for the executable pfunc.
Output: Output is written to the file prefix.mfe. After header comments, each entry describes one of the
possibly many degenerate MFE structures. The entries are separated by comment lines (repeated % signs).
The first line in each entry is the number of bases in the ordered complex. The second line is the minimum
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free energy. The third line is the dot/parentheses depiction of the MFE structure. Subsequent lines contain
the MFE structure in pair list notation.
D.4.4 Find all secondary structures within a specified free energy gap of the MFE
Command: subopt [-T temperature] [-multi] [-pseudo] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [prefix]
Description: Similar to mfe except that all secondary structures in Ω(pi) with free energies within the
specified (non-negative) free energy gap of the MFE are calculated and stored. This can be very slow and the
output very large if the specified gap is too large. The output is sorted by increasing free energy.
Input: Same format as for the executable pfunc plus one additional row containing the energy gap.
Output: Output is written to the file prefix.subopt with the same format as for the executable mfe.
D.4.5 Count the number of secondary structures in the ensemble
Command: count [-multi] [-pseudo] [prefix]
Description: Similar to pfunc but sets all energy parameters to zero, thereby giving a count of the number
of secondary structures in Ω(pi).
Input: Same format as for the executable pfunc.
Output: The number of secondary structures in Ω is written to the screen, preceded by header comments.
D.4.6 Calculate the free energy of a secondary structure
Command: energy [-T temperature] [-pseudo] [-multi] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [prefix]
Description: Calculate the free energy of a given sequence and secondary structure.
Input: Same format as for executable pfunc, plus one additional row specifying the secondary structure in
dot/parentheses notation. Alternatively, the structure may be represented in pair list notation.
Output: The free energy of the structure is written to the screen, preceded by header comments.
D.4.7 Calculate the equilibrium probability of a secondary structure
Command: prob [-T temperature] [-pseudo] [-multi] [-material parameters]
[-dangles treatment] [prefix]
Description: Calculates the equilibrium probability of a given secondary structure.
Input: Same format as for the executable energy.
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Output: The equilibrium probability of the given structure is written to the screen, preceded by header
comments.
D.4.8 Calculate the identities and partition functions of all strand complexes up to a
specified size
Command: complexes [-T temperature] [-material parameters] [-ordered]
[-pairs] [-mfe] [-degenerate] [-dangles treatment] [-timeonly] [-quiet]
prefix
Description: First calculates the identities of all distinct circular permutations pi ∈ Π of strands for all
possible (unpseudoknotted) complexes up to a user-defined size Lmax and then calculates their respective
partition functions Q(pi). The partition function for a complex, Q, is obtained by summing over the partition
functions of its constituent ordered complexes, Q(pi) for all pi ∈ Π. Significant additional functionality can




Also store properties for ordered complexes, each corresponding to one distinct circular permutation
pi ∈ Π, in addition to the summed properties for complexes.
-pairs
Calculate base-pairing observables as for the pairs executable.
-mfe
Calculate all minimum free energy structures for each ordered complex as for the mfe executable.
Must be used in conjunction with the -ordered flag. The -degenerate flag is only applicable in
conjunction with the -mfe flag.
-timeonly
After generating all distinct circular permutations, estimate the time it would take to compute all of the
partition functions. The partition function calculations are not performed, the time estimate is written
to the screen, and no output files are generated.
-quiet
Suppress output to the screen.
Input: The input file must contain the following entries on separate lines:
• The number of distinct strand species (|Ψ0|).
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• Sequence for each dinstinct strand species (each on a separate line).
• Maximum complex size (Lmax).
In addition to considering all complexes up to a specified maximum number of strands Lmax, the optional
file prefix.list can be used to manually specify ordered complexes with more than Lmax strands. The
file contains lines of the form:
• C L1 L2 . . . L|Ψ0|
The |Ψ0| integers represent the number of copies (possibly zero) of each strand species in the complex
of L =
∑|Ψ0|
k=1 Lk > Lmax strands.
• Subsequent lines containing distinct circular permutations of L integers from the range 1 to |Ψ0| define
the ordered complexes of interest for the most recently defined complex.
Example 3
For a system containing three DNA strand species at 23◦C, calculate partition functions, pair probabilities,
and MFE structures for all ordered complexes of up to four strands, and for additional larger complexes








C 1 2 2
1 2 2 3 3
1 2 3 2 3
C 0 3 2
2 3 2 3 2
C 1 3 2
1 2 2 2 3 3
Command: complexes -T 23 -material dna -ordered -pairs -mfe
$NUPACKHOME/doc/examples/pnas04 hcr/pnas04 hcr
Output: Unless the -quiet flag is selected, complexes reports progress to the screen. By default there
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is one output file:
• prefix.cx
Contains the composition and free energy of each complex. The first column is an integer complex
identifier, and the next |Ψ0|+ 1 columns are L1 L2 . . . L|Ψ0| ∆G.
Depending on the command line options, the following output files may also be written:
• prefix.ocx
Generated if -ordered is selected. Contains the composition and free energy of each ordered com-
plex. The first and second columns are integer complex and ordered complex identifiers, respectively,
and the remaining |Ψ0|+ 1 columns are L1 L2 . . . L|Ψ0| ∆G for the ordered complex.
• prefix.ocx-key
Generated if -ordered is selected. Contains the distinct circular permutation of strands for each
ordered complex. The first and second columns are integer complex and ordered complex identifiers,
respectively, and the remaining L columns are integers from the range 1 to |Ψ0|. Note that the value of
L may be different for each complex.
• prefix.cx-epairs
Generated if -pairs is selected. Contains the base-pairing expectation values for each type of distinct
base pair in each complex. The relevant quantities are E(i{A} · j{B}), the expected number of base
i of strand species A that are paired to base j of strand species B in the complex. The file contains
a list of entries each with the same format as the .epairs file generated by the executable pairs.
Each entry is separated by comment lines (repeated % symbols). Additionally, each entry begins with
a comment line containing the complex identifier id, expressed as “% complexid”.
• prefix.ocx-epairs
Generated if -pairs and -ordered are selected. Similar to .cx-epairs but for ordered com-
plexes. The relevant quantities are E(i{A} ·j{B};pi), the expected number of base i of strand speciesA
that are paired to base j of strand species B in the ordered complex corresponding to distinct circular
permutation pi. The entries are separated by comment lines (repeated % symbols), and each entry begins
with a comment line containing the complex identifier id and order identifier iorder, expressed as
“% complexid-orderiorder”.
• prefix.ocx-ppairs
Generated if -pairs and -ordered are selected. Similar to .ocx-epairs except that all strands
in the ordered complex are assumed to be distinct. The data in each entry are the same as those in the
.ppairs file produced by the executable pairs.
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• prefix.ocx-mfe
Generated if -mfe and -ordered are selected. Contains the minimum free energy and MFE struc-
ture(s) for each ordered complex. Each entry is formatted the same as the output for the mfe ex-
ecutable. The entries are separated by comment lines (repeated % symbols), and each entry begins
with a comment line containing the complex identifier id and order identifier iorder, expressed
as “% complexid-orderiorder”. If the -degenerate flag is selected, the degenerate MFE
structures for a given entry are separated by a comment line of repeated % symbols.
D.4.9 Calculate the equilibrium concentration of each complex in a dilute solution
Command: concentrations [-ordered] [-pairs] [-sort method] [-quiet] prefix
Description: Given user-defined concentrations for each strand species, calculates the equilibrium concentra-
tion of each complex species or base pair in a large dilute solution, typical of experimental conditions in a test
tube. Partition function information is read in from output files generated with the executable complexes.
Additional Options:
-ordered
Performs the calculation on ordered complexes rather than complexes. The input is read from the
prefix.ocx (output from the executable complexes).
-pairs
Compute base-pairing information for the entire solution using results from prefix.cx-epairs
or, if -ordered is selected, prefix.ocx-epairs, as output by the executable complexes.
-sort method
The argument method is one of the following integers.
0: Output is listed in the same order as in the input file.
1: (default) Output is sorted by the concentration of each complex (default) or ordered complex (if
-ordered is selected).
2: Output is sorted first by the concentration of each complex and then, if -ordered is selected,
by the concentration of each constituent ordered complex.
3: Output is sorted first by the integer complex identifier and then, if -ordered is selected, by the
ordered complex identifier.
4: Output is sorted first by the number of strands in each complex, then by the integersL1 L2 . . . L|Ψ0|
defining the number of each strand type in a given complex (with L1 having the highest prece-




Suppress output to the screen.
Input: By default, input is read from the file prefix.cx. Alternatively, specifying -ordered causes in-
put to be read from prefix.ocx. These files are formatted as for the output of the executable complexes.
The temperature at which the calculation is done is read from a line in the comments of the .cx or .ocx
input file that reads “% T = temperature”, where temperature is the temperature in ◦C. This line is
automatically included in all output files of the executable complexes.
The input file prefix.con specifies the total molar concentration of each of |Ψ0| strand species on
a separate line. The concentration may be in scientific notation (e.g., 1e-6 for a strand species at µM
concentration).
Output: Unless -quiet is selected, the following information is written to the screen:
• The error in conservation of mass for each strand species in molar.
• The free energy of the entire solution in kcal/L.
• The wall clock time for the calculation.
The output is written to the files:
• prefix.eq
The content is the same as the input file (except resorted, depending on the -sort option) with an extra
column containing the concentration of the species in molar inserted after the free energy column.
• prefix.fpairs
Generated if -pairs is selected. Reports the fraction of each distinct base that is paired to each of the
other distinct bases in solution. The relevant quantity is fA(iA · jB), the expected fraction of strands
of species A for which base i is paired to base j of strand species B. The number of distinct bases in
the dilute solution is Ndistinct ≡
∑|Ψ0|
k=1 Nk, representing the total number of bases in all |Ψ0| strand
species. Numbering the distinct bases from 1 toNdistinct, the quantity fA(iA · jB) may be stored as an
(asymmetric)Ndistinct×Ndistinct matrix; by augmenting the matrix with an extra column that contains
the expected fraction of base i of strand species A that are unpaired, each row sums to unity.
The file is formatted as follows. Following header comments, the first entry is the integer Ndistinct.
The remaining entries come in triplets of the form [i j f ], where 1 ≤ i ≤ Ndistinct and 1 ≤ j ≤
Ndistinct+1 are base numbers and f is the corresponding fraction from the augmented matrix. To save
space, only fractions that exceed a fixed cutoff of 0.001 are stored.
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D.4.10 Calculate the equilibrium expected value and distribution for each complex
population for a few strands in a dilute solution
Command: distributions [-ordered] [-maxstates big] [-writestates]
[-sort method] [-quiet] prefix
Description: The executable distributions calculates the partition function Qbox for a box containing
a small number of strands, given user-defined populations for each strand species. This is used to calculate
the expected value and probability distribution of the population of each species of complex (or ordered com-
plex). Partition function information is read from output files generated with the executable complexes.
Additional Options:
-ordered
Performs the calculation on ordered complexes rather than complexes. The input is read from the
prefix.ocx (output from the executable complexes).
-maxstates big
The maximum number of states of the box to be enumerated (|Λ|, default is 1e7). A segmentation
fault will occur if the stack size on your machine is exceeded.
-writestates
Write a (typically large) output file describing properties for all population states of the system.
-sort method
The argument method is one of the following integers.
1: (default) Output is sorted by the expected value of the population of each complex or ordered
complex (if -ordered is selected).
2: Output is sorted first by the expected value of the population of each complex and then, if
-ordered is selected, by the expected value of the population of each constituent ordered com-
plex.
3: Output is sorted first by the integer complex identifier and then, if -ordered is selected, by the
ordered complex identifier.
4: Output is sorted first by the number of strands in each complex, then by the integersL1 L2 . . . L|Ψ0|
defining the number of each strand type in a given complex (with L1 having the highest prece-
dence, followed by L2, and so on), and finally, if -ordered is selected, by the integer ordered
complex identifier.
-quiet
Suppress output to the screen.
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Input: Same as for the executable concentrations, except the file prefix.con file is replaced by
prefix.count, which contains the integer population of each of |Ψ0| strand species on a separate line.
The last line of the file contains the volume of the box in liters. This may be entered in scientific notation
(e.g., 1.4e-18).
Output: Unless the -quiet flag is selected, the following information is written to the screen:
• The number of states of the box.
• The free energy of the entire box in units of kT and in units of kcal.
• The wall clock time for the calculation.
The output is written to the files:
• prefix.dist
The content is the same as the input file (with rows sorted according to -sort) with extra columns after
the free energy column. The first extra column (for complex or ordered complex j) is the expected value
of the population 〈mj〉. Subsequent columns are [pj(0) pj(1) . . . pj(max(m0))]. These represent
the probability that complex (or ordered complex) j has population 0, 1, . . . ,max(m0), at equilibrium.
• prefix.states
Generated when -writestates is selected. Each row corresponds to a population vector,m, for the
box. The first column is the probability that the population vector occurs at equilibrium. By default, the
remaining entries come in pairs: an integer complex identifier and a nonzero population. If -ordered
is selected, the remaining entries come in triples: integer complex and ordered complex identifiers and




Help pages for the NUPACK web
application
E.1 Thermodynamics Input
Nucleic acid type: Select RNA (default) or DNA for strand type. DNA/RNA hybrids are not allowed.
Maximum complex: All complex species up to this size will be considered in the calculation (maximum of
10, default 1). If pseudoknots are allowed, the maximum complex size is 1.
Allow pseudoknots: Include a class of pseudoknots in the calculations. If checked, the maximum complex
size is 1 and the nucleic acid type is RNA.
Number of strand species: Select the number of distinct strand species from the pull-down menu (maxi-
mum of 10, default 1). If the same sequence is entered twice, it is considered to represent two distinct
strand species.
Strand species: For each strand species, enter the name (default “Strand #”) in the left field and the sequence
in the right field. Ts or Us are acceptable for both RNA and DNA and will be appropriately converted.
Concentration (if applicable): Enter the initial concentration of the strand species. Use the pull-down menu
at right to specify units (default µM).
Compute melt: Perform the calculation over a range of temperatures.
Temperature: Enter the temperature (in deg. C). If “Compute melt” is selected, the temperature minimum,
increment, and maximum are requested.
Advanced options: Click “Advanced options” to specify additional ordered complexes and select an energy
parameter set and dangle treatment.
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• Specify additional ordered complexes (if applicable): Enter additional ordered complexes to
be included in the calculation (augmenting those automatically specified based on the maximum
complex size). Each line of space-separated integers decribes one ordered complex. An example
entry for an ordered complex containing one strand each of the first and third strand species and
two of the second would be “1 2 3 2”.
• RNA/DNA energy parameters: For RNA, there are two parameter sets, mfold 2.3 (default) and
mfold 3.0 (valid only at 37 deg. C). For DNA, the only option is mfold 2.3.
• Dangle treatment:
– None: no dangle energies are considered.
– Some (default): a dangle energy is incorporated for each unpaired base flanking a duplex
(a base flanking two duplexes contributes only the minimum of the two possible dangle
energies).
– All: a dangle energy is incorporated for each base flanking a duplex regardless of whether it
is paired.
Email address: Enter your email address for notification of job completion (required for long jobs).
Reset: Reset all input fields.
Compute time: This order-of-magnitude estimate for the calculation time is updated as the job is specified.
Very long calculations are not allowed on the NUPACK server, but source code may be downloaded
from the “Downloads” section and used for research purposes on your local machine.
Compute: Start the calculation.
E.2 Results
Melt profile: Click the thumbnail for a larger version. The x-axis is temperature and the y-axis is the fraction
of all bases present in the solution that are unpaired.
Download SVG: Download a scalable vector graphics version of the plot. The file is fully editable with
most vector graphics editors.
Download data: Download a text file containing the data from which the plot was generated.
Temperature slider: Use the slide bar to adjust the temperature for the displayed output.
Ensemble pair fraction plot: Click the thumbnail for a larger version. The area and color of each dot at
row i and column j scales with the equilibrium fraction of base i that is paired with base j in solution.
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With this convention, the plot can be asymmetric. The area and color of each dot in the column at right
scales with the equilibrium probability that the corresponding base is unpaired. Fractions below 0.001
are not depicted.
Equilibrium concentrations: The histogram describes the equilibrium concentration of multiple ordered
complex species (selected based on the histogram filters below). Click on a histogram bar for details
about the corresponding ordered complex.
Download histogram data: Click to download a text file containing the data from which the histogram was
generated. This file has the concentrations and free energies each ordered complex in the calculation
(included those filtered out of the histogram).
Histogram filters: Click to display choices for histogram appearance. All specified filters are active simul-
taneously.
• Contains strand species: Display only ordered complexes containing a specified strand species.
If left blank (default), all ordered complexes are considered.
• Fraction of max concentration: Specifies a lower concentration threshold as a fraction of the
concentration of the most abundant ordered complex (default 0.01).
• Min concentration: Specify a lower concentration threshold in convenient units (blank by de-
fault).
• Max bars: The maximum number of ordered complexes to display in the histogram (default is
5, no limit if blank).
• Redisplay: Click to redraw the histogram with current filters.
Change strand concentrations: Click to adjust strand species concentrations and recompute ensemble re-
sults. This is typically fast because it does not require recalculation of any partition functions.
E.3 Details
Temperature slider: Use the slide bar to adjust the temperature for the output displayed in the pair proba-
bility plot and MFE structure.
Pair probability plot: Click the thumbnail for a larger version of the pair probability plot, which describes
the base-pairing probabilities for a given ordered complex. By definition, these data are independent of
concentration and all other ordered complexes in solution. The area and color of each dot scales with
the equilibrium probability of the corresponding base pair. With this convention, the plot is symmetric,
with the upper and lower triangles separated by a diagonal line. The area and color of each dot in the
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column at right scales with the equilibrium probability that the corresponding base is unpaired. For
this depiction, all strands are treated as distinct, and probabilities below 0.001 are not shown.
MFE structure plot: Click the thumbnail for a larger version of the minimum free energy structure plot. If
possible, the secondary structure is drawn with “ladders” representing paired regions and arcs repre-
senting unpaired regions. If such a drawing results in overlapping segments or the structure is pseudo-
knotted, the structure is depicted as a polymer graph with backbones drawn as circlular arcs and base
pairs as straight lines. In either representation, the 3-prime end of each strand is marked with an arrow-
head and the bases are represented by color-coded circles following standard sequencing practice: A =
green, T/U = red, G = black, C = blue.
Download SVG: Download a scalable vector graphics version of the plot. The file is fully editable with
most vector graphics editors.
Download data: Download a text file containing the data from which the plot was generated.
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Appendix F
Hessian of the per-solvent free energy of
the HCR system
The Hessian of the Lagrange dual function describing solutions of initiated HCR polymers is given by
∇2λh(λ) where h(λ) is given by (5.9). The entries in the Hessian are
[∇2h]11 = −xI −KIxIxH1 1 +K2xH21− ξ
[∇2h]12 = [∇2h]21 = −KIxIxH1 1 +K2xH2(1− ξ)2
[∇2h]13 = [∇2h]31 = −KIxIxH1 ξ +K2xH2(1− ξ)2
[∇2h]22 = −xH1 −KIxIxH1 (1 + ξ)(1 +K2xH2)(1− ξ)3
[∇2h]23 = [∇2h]32 = −KIxIxH1 2ξ + (1 + ξ)K2xH2(1− ξ)3
[∇2h]33 = −xH2 −KIxIxH1 (1 + ξ)(ξ +K2xH2)(1− ξ)3 ,




This appendix contains the methods used to generate the experimental data presented in this thesis. All data
were acquired by Robert Dirks. The buffers used in the experiments are described below.
• Sodium buffer: 50 mM Na2HPO4, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 6.8 at 25◦C.
• SB buffer: 10 mM NaOH, pH adjusted to 8.5 with boric acid.
• TBE buffer: 90 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2.0 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 at 25◦C.
• RNase H buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, 75 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 10 mM dithiothreitol, pH 8.3 at 25◦C.
• λ exonuclease buffer: 67 mM Glycine-KOH, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 50 µg/ml BSA, pH 9.4 at 25◦C.
All water used in the experiments was ultrapure (resistance of at least 18 MΩ). All nucleic acid strands were
synthesized and purified by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequences for all strands are
given in the main body of the thesis.
G.1 Methods for Figure 4.13
The reaction mixture was prepared by mixing 200 µl each of a 2 µM solution of strand A, a 0.4 µM solution
of strand B, and a 2 µM solution of strand C along with 800 µl of 2× sodium buffer and 200 µl of H2O. The
sample was degassed for five min. Starting at 15◦C, the sample was heated at 0.5◦C per minute to 90◦C. The
sample was then cooled from 90◦C to 15◦C, also at 0.5◦C per minute. Absorbance at 260 nm was measured
for 3.5 sec every 0.5◦C. The data were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1◦C.
If a is the vector of n absorbance measurements corresponding to the vector of temperatures T , the smoothed




j=1 exp {−(Tj − Ti)2/2σ2}
,
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with σ = 1◦C. These smoothed data were then scaled such that the tails of the absorbance curve matched
those of the calculated fraction of unpaired bases.
G.2 Methods for Figure 5.2
The procedure is as published in [1]. Stock solutions of I, H1, H2 were diluted in sodium buffer to three
times their final concentrations (see caption of Figure 5.2). The samples were heated to 95◦C for 2 min and
then allowed to cool to room temperature for 1 h. 9 µl each of I, H2, and H1, in that order, were combined
(27 µl total reaction volume). The reaction was incubated at room temperature for 24 h before running 24 µl
of each product on a 1% aragrose gel containing 0.5 µg of ethidium bromide per ml of gel volume in 1× SB
buffer. The gel was run at 150 V for 60 min and visualized with UV light.
G.3 Methods for Figure 5.11
Samples 1 and 2 were prepared by adding 2.3 µl each of 6 µM solutions of modified H1 and modified H2
to 1.4 µl of 10× λ exonuclease buffer. An additional 8.1 and 7.6 µl of H2O were added to samples 1 and
2, respectively. Samples 1 and 2 were heated to 95◦C and cooled to 37◦C at a rate of 1◦C every 30 min.
Samples 3 and 4 were prepared by adding 3.5 µl of 100 bp DNA marker ladder solution (500 µg/ml, New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) to 1.4 µl of 10× λ exonuclease buffer and 9.1 µl (sample 3) and 8.6 µl
(sample 4) of H2O. Samples 3 and 4 were held at 37◦C for 15 min. 1 µl of λ exonuclease at a concentration
of 5000 units/ml (New England Biolabs) was added to each of samples 2 and 4. 0.5 µl of H2O was added to
each of samples 1 and 3. The samples were vortexed, spun down, and then incubated at 37◦C for 1 h. The
samples were run at 150 V for 40 min on a 10% native polyacrylamide gel made with 1× TBE buffer, stained
for 30 min in a solution containing 0.5 µg of ethidium bromide per ml of gel volume, and viewed under UV
light.
G.4 Methods for Figure 5.14
Each sample had 2.5 µl of 10× RNase H buffer, 16 µl of H2O, and 2.5 µl each of 10 µMH1 and H2 solutions.
All five samples were held at 90◦C for 90 sec and allowed to cool to 37◦C for 1 h. 0.5 µl of a 10 µM solution
of RNA initiator was added to each of samples 2, 3, 4, and 5. The samples were incubated at 37◦C for 1 h.
1 µl of RNase H at a concentration of 5000 units/ml (New England Biolabs) was added to each of samples
3, 4, and 5. These samples were vortexed, spun down, and incubated at 37◦C for 1 h. Samples 4 and 5 were
then held at 90◦C for 30 min and then cooled to 37◦C for 1 h. 0.5 µl of a 10 µM solution of RNA initiator
was added to sample 5, which was then incubated at 37◦C for 1 h. The samples were run at 150 V for 70 min
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on a 1% aragrose containing 0.5 µg of ethidium bromide per ml of gel volume prepared by using a 1× SB
buffer and visualized with UV light.
